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A B S T R A C T

The thesis addresses the geometrically nonlinear analysis of thin-walled
beams by the Generalized Beam Theory (GBT). Starting from the re-
cent literature, the linear theory is illustrated, along with some issues
related to GBT finite element formulation. Potential benefits of using
the GBT in design are exemplified with reference to the design of
roofing systems. To assess the deterioration of member capacity due
to cross-section distortion phenomena, the formulation of a geomet-
rically nonlinear GBT is then pursued. The generalization of the GBT
to the nonlinear context is performed by using the Implicit Corota-
tional Method (ICM), devising a strategy to effectively apply the ICM
when considering higher order deformation modes. Once, obtained,
the nonlinear model has been implemented using a state-of-the-art
mixed-stress finite element. The nonlinear finite element is then im-
plemented starting from the linear GBT one. Different numerical tests
show the performance of the proposed approach in buckling and
path-following analyses.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Throughout history a lot of efforts have been made to improve the
characteristics of structures and structural systems. During ancient
and classical times one of the main challenges was on how to build
larger and daring structures with the available materials and tech-
nologies. This certainly is still today one of the most exciting topic
in engineering, especially considering what has been achieved by hu-
man intuition when formal modeling of structures was unfeasible or
difficult: from the Pyramids, to the Italian Renaissance to early rail-
way bridges during the Industrial Revolution.

Even if deeply connected to huge structures, the research for struc-
tural efficiency and lightness in engineering is not limited to them.
Industrialized production of goods has changed the way we live, and
the performances are not measured only on the basis of mechanical
characteristics.

Ease of fabrication, transportation, assembly, along with environ-
mental compatibility are key factors requested to implement a mod-
ern structural system. An answer to these concerns may be provided
by structures made of thin-walled beams.

Thin-walled beams are slender structural bodies that possess a
length Lb considerably greater than the cross-section characteristic di-
mension, h. The cross-section is in turn characterized by an extremely
reduced thickness t. Just for sake of example, if the ratio Lb/h may
range from 5 to 20, the h/t ratio may vary from 50 to 150. Designing
structures made of very slender elements strongly improves struc-
tural efficiency, but their safety has to be guaranteed by a proper
modeling and calculation.

Large-scale applications of thin-walled beams begun after World
War II in the North America, where many of the main manufactur-
ers and associations were born. As often happened throughout his-
tory, starting from the Galileo’s theories about the mechanics of the
beams, the engineering applications anticipated the full theoretical
understanding of beams structures. This is especially true for thin-
walled beams which can encompass a 3D complex kinematics and
whose behavior may be not faithfully represented by classical beam
theories.

A correct and clear prediction of structural behavior under all de-
sign conditions is probably one of the most desirable objective to be
achieved to further extend the applications of thin-walled beams: to
this extent, great effort has been spent in the last fifty years, including

1



2 introduction

both theoretical contributions and technical provisions. Nonetheless a
gap among theory and practice is still evident to the design engineer.

Geometrical nonlinearity and sensitivity to imperfections are among
the hardest problems still to be comprehensively addressed. The aim
of this work is to offer a contribution in this field by formulating
the geometrically nonlinear version of an the enriched beam the-
ory named Generalized Beam Theory (GBT). The GBT peculiarity is
to be able to consistently account for cross-section distortion along
with the more “classical” kinematics of axial displacement, bending
and torsional rotation in a comprehensive fashion. In particular, here,
the geometrically nonlinear formulation is developed based on the
Corotational (CR) approach. Some calculation examples, including
numerical test and design studies, are provided in this very spirit:
to show the potential of the proposed approach and to provide hints
for more extensive applications.

The thesis structures reflects the presented objectives. Chapter 2 is
devoted to the contextualization of this work into the very vast litera-
ture available. It is focused on the features of cold-formed steel beams,
the most popular class of thin-walled beams. The manufacturing pro-
cess is addressed, along with a perspective view on the analysis of
thin-walled beams.

Chapter 3 introduces a state-of-the-art version of the linear GBT.
The implementation of a linear beam finite element based on the
Hellinger-Reissner potential is illustrated, including the contribution
of fundamental and higher-order GBT modes.

Chapter 4 presents an extended study on cold-formed steel roof-
ing system, emphasizing the differences in the verification approach
whenever using semi-empirical formulae to address geometric non-
linearity and a simplified geometrically nonlinear GBT. The possibil-
ity of using GBT in design constitutes further motivation for the de-
velopment of a geometrically exact version of the beam theory.

In Chapter 5 geometrically nonlinear GBT is formulated and the
results in the framework of buckling analyses are discussed. The geo-
metrically nonlinear model is recovered reusing the model available
in the linear context. This generalization to the nonlinear context is ob-
tained exploiting the corotational based method called Implicit Coro-
tational Method (ICM).

The full derivation, starting from the linear strain energy is carried
out, and the results of linearized buckling analyses with the new for-
mulation are showed. The results show how a very good accuracy can
be achieved for two meaningful problems, especially when compared
to richer shell models.

Chapter 6, extends the ICM-based GBT to path-following analyses
to prove how the limited kinematics introduced in the beam model
can describe with good approximation some three-dimensional phe-
nomena involving cross-section distortion.



2
T H I N - WA L L E D B E A M S : T E C H N I C A L
A P P L I C AT I O N S A N D M O D E L I N G S T R AT E G I E S

The aim of the following chapter is to contextualize this thesis into the
extremely vast world of researches and applications of thin-walled
structures. Thin-walled beams are largely used whenever an optimal
strength-to-weight ratio is necessary. The most common thin-walled
load bearing structures in civil engineering are made of cold-formed
steel, but their analysis and design requires suitable tools and meth-
ods: an essential introduction is proposed to provide framework to
the presentation of the GBT, a higher order beam theory incorporat-
ing genuine folded plate concepts.

3



4 thin-walled beams : technical applications and modeling strategies

2.1 cfs members

Light gauge metal steel, steel studs, lightweight framing collect what
we can group under the more precise name Cold Formed Steel (CFS)
members. CFS are thin-walled structural elements, characterized by
the cold-working production process, being for this reason very thin
with respect to their hot rolled counterpart.

CFS elements in civil engineering structures appeared in the late
years of 1800 in Great Britain and the United States, but there was no
wide diffusion up to the 1940s.

As a matter of fact, in 1939 the American Iron and Steel Institute
(AISI) sponsored George Winter’s research at Cornell University, who
edited, seven years later, the first edition of the “Specifications for the
Design of Cold-formed Steel Structural Members”.

The massive adoption of CFS in Europe has been slower, but in
the 1970s large scale applications appeared. In the early 1980s the
European Convention for Constructural Steelwork (ECCS) published
the “Good practices in steel cladding and roofing”.

Since then, the adoption of CFS elements has greatly expanded
all over the world: structural efficiency, process optimization and re-
usability are among the success factors of this technology enabled by
the contemporary evolution and research in design and calculation
methods.

2.1.1 Production process

The very first step in the process that brings commercial CFS struc-
tural elements onto the market is the production of raw steel and its
transformation into a “coil”. Iron ore and steel scrap are mixed in
a furnace, the melt is then poured into slabs that are subsequently
reduced to thinner strips (“hot band”).

The hot band is then reduced again into thinner and thinner sheets
and a very thin, protective zinc coating is added by galvanization. The
final product is the rolled coil, from whose a wide range of structural
elements can be formed by cold-working processes.

Commonly used cold-working processes are press braking and roll
forming, the former consist in working a planar sheet by an hydraulic
press and is suitable for small scale production or relatively thick
sheets. The latter is a continuous process taking potentially full ad-
vantage of many process optimization.

By using automated roll former machines, producers are nowadays
able to deliver pre-cut, pre-punched and custom sized steel elements
directly from CAD drawings.

The finished product is then ready to be sold on the mass market,
either to distribution centers or directly to contractors and builders.
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Another interesting option is the possibility of transport roll-forming
machine to assist the construction directly on the site thus totally
avoiding warehouse logistic.

Figure 2.1: scheme of cold-formed machine production line

2.1.2 Applications

CFS members may be used as isolated members, nonetheless, due to
their thinness, the highest structural optimization is often achieved
when using complete structural systems. Hence framing, decking
and roofings are commonly made of CFS members interacting with
cladding or sheeting providing restraints. Standardized members are
widely available and often worked directly on the construction site.

2.1.2.1 Members

Commonly used cross-sections are C, Z and their variations for iso-
lated members and hat sections for decking panels. Variations are
mainly composed or stiffened C and, to lesser extent, Z sections, in
highly optimized fashion, like Sigma sections in racks. A number of
independent manufacturers have developed custom production pro-
cesses to provide stiffening enhancements, specific coatings or im-
proved thermal, as showed in figure 2.2. Due to manufacturing con-
straints CFS beam thickness range from 0, 5mm for uprights and dry
walls to 8mm of larger beams.

2.1.2.2 Industrial and industrialized buildings

Industrial and industrialized buildings may be entirely made with
CFS elements. Usage of thin-beams is especially devoted to secondary
members, such purlins and girts, roof supports and walls. Prefabri-
cated assemblies, such as trusses, are more common in low-rise, resi-
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Figure 2.2: CFS section developed by specific manufacturers, image from
[61].

dential buildings. Figure 2.3 shows two typical arrangements of CFS
members.

(a) Single story pre-engineered build-
ing in cold-formed steel, from [75]

(b) Structural elements of a low-rise
cold-formed steel house prototype,
from [40]

Figure 2.3: Typical usage of CFS for framing and decking in industrial and
residential buildings

2.1.2.3 Some problems in practical applications

Roll forming process typically produces CFS with open cross-sections.
Z an C-shaped beams are the most widespread, but other ones like
hat sections, sigma etc. are used in particular context or from manu-
facturers wanting to further optimizing strength characteristics.

Current approach to the verification of steel beams relies on the
assumption rigid cross-section, implicitly defining a two-level model
where local stability issues, are checked at the cross-section level and
global stability is checked at the member level. For this reason, in-
teraction is partially hidden or disregarded in the majority of ap-
proaches. Stability of members subjected to the interaction mecha-
nisms among global and local phenomena is an active research field
(for instance, the method of the Erosion of Critical Buckling Load”,
see [23, 24]).

Moreover, major design codes, such as Eurocode 3 (EC3) and Amer-
ican Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), identify an intermediate type of
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stability issue for open section members, named “distortional”. Dis-
tortional behaviors are characterized by change in shape of the cross-
section, as depicted in fig. 2.4.Distortional buckling has been histor-
ically of particular interest to designers since it may directly affect
global member stability: a detailed history has been published by
Schafer and Hancock [64], including the main steps for each decade,
while an essential summary is provided in table 2.1.

Researches on thin-walled beams behavior, design methods and
structural theories are advancing rapidly (see, e.g., recent reviews [38,
61, 63]), and some references for the designers, merging academic and
designer’s expertise can be found in are [30, 78, 81] and [54] .

Figure 2.4: Excerpt from [25], examples of distortional buckling modes.
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period researches on distortional buckling and applications
in design

pre-1960 testing began at Cornell University in the early
years of 1940’s, “effective width” method based on
Von Karman’s formula for buckling of plates and

experimental correction of Winter [77] for design at
ULS.

Elastic plate buckling solution provided a practical
method for calculating stability of connected plates

was available [46]. Local stiffener buckling (i.e.
distortional behavior) was noticed in columns [18],

but only qualitative provisions were given

1960s Sharp developed an early a theoretical treatment of
distortional buckling for lipped C beams and hat

cross sections [68]

1970s Isolated edge stiffeners were tested by replacing the
web with a known support boundary condition [39].

Expressions developed in this period [21] are still
the basis for the current specification on distortional

buckling in the AISI codes.

1980s First studies on highly optimized rack-sections by
accounting for distortional buckling[37]. A method
suitable for hand calculation and more refined with

respect to Sharp’s one, was proposed [41].

1990s Eurocode 3, part 1-3, provided a method for
predicting distortional buckling in members with

simple cross-sections [26].

Table 2.1: essential the evolution of distortional buckling in design codes

2.2 analysis of thin-walled beams

By now, beam theories have been a formidable tool for civil engineers
and designer in general to assess the global behavior of physical struc-
tures. In this paragraph an overview of classical and more recent
beam theories is presented, all within the assumption of linearized
kinematics and infinitesimal strains in linear elasticity. Second order
models, nowadays fundamental in design of slender structures, are
easily derivable by the linearized kinematics and used in many soft-
ware implementation all around the world. The basic theories, how-
ever have a long history to tell.

The assumption of the classic Euler-Bernoulli beam theory requires
(i) rigid cross-cross and that (ii) the cross-section keeps perpendicular
to the deformed beam axis. Generalized displacements are one trans-
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lation per spatial direction and one rotation per cross-section direc-
tion. Corresponding generalized forces are axial force, and bending
moments. Torsion deformations for many practical problems are neg-
ligible or can be faced by St. Venant homogeneous torsion for some
cross-section shapes. The original beam theory addressing nonuni-
form torsion is the Vlasov’s one [76], in which the generalized defor-
mation warping is coupled to a new generalized stress called bimo-
ment. Torsional rigidity is proportional to t3, hence torsional stiffness
may be quite low in thin-walled beams. Moreover, for manufacturing
constraints (see 2.1.1), often cross-section are not symmetrical, hence
applied loads initiates rotation because shear center is typically out-
side of the cross-section.

However, the Vlasov beam model maintains the basic hypotheses
of the cross-section being rigid in its own plane and of null shear de-
formability. Regarding the second of these, the work of Capurso [12,
13] extended the model of Vlasov to include shear deformation over
the cross-section mid-line by generalizing the description of warping.
More recently, other researchers have revolved around the inclusion
of shear deformability on Vlasov like beam models. However, beam
models based on the kinematics of Vlasov fail to take into account
the effects of cross-section distortion and local in-plane deformation
of the walls. Some approaches or beam theories allowing to overcome
this limitation are briefly described in the following.

2.2.1 The GBT theory

The GBT is a beam theory with enriched kinematics. Its distinguish-
ing feature it is the ability to consistently include higher order gener-
alized displacements on top of classical beam ones.

In its very first formulation, due to Schardt [65], the generalized
displacements where thought to allow in-plane cross-section distor-
tion and the relevant out of plane displacements associated, i.e. the
warping ones. It is perhaps worth to notice that Schardt itself was
inspired in its work by the Vlasov’s one and when referring to the
newborn beam theory he also used the term “Faltwerke”, German
for “folded structures”.
The subsequent book of Schardt [67] is still today a reference for GBT
researchers all around the world, even if somewhat inaccessible to
non-german speakers. An overview of publications from 1966 to 2001

can be found on the website http://www.vtb.info/, which is con-
trolled by the Christof Schardt, the son of Richard.

Later on, Schardt and its group, published [66] their work in En-
glish, nonetheless the diffusion of GBT among the english-speaking
community is probably due to Davies and coworkers, who applied
the theory in a finite difference numerical implementation: their first
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[19] and second order [20] analysis of cold-formed steel beams made
the approach popular. Subsequently a lot of researchers have been re-
searching on the GBT theory and its applications. Only a brief history
is reported here, with no claim of completeness.

During the 2000s, Simão and da Silva[73] investigated the buck-
ling behavior of open and closed members by making use of the GBT
theory. Simão also explored applications of the GBT analysis to com-
mercial cold-formed beams [72].

Another Portuguese group, led by Dinar Camotim, has been one
of the most active in the last ten years in the development of the
GBT. Camotim, started the Lisbon school, whose researchers have
substantially contributed to the success of the theory: with Nuno Sil-
vestre, a GBT analytical formula for the computation of distortional
buckling loads of C,Z and rack sections were derived [70] and the
first version of a geometrically nonlinear GBT for imperfect columns
was proposed [69]. More recently, the research has been focused on
deformation mode determination, review of kinematic assumptions
and improved introduction of shear deformability as in the works
by [11, 22, 71]. Intense researches have also been spent on geometri-
cally nonlinear models accounting for cross-section distortion, includ-
ing GBT ones, with elastic and elastoplastic material [33–35]. More-
over, a new approach to the calculation of cross-section deformation
modes was proposed, in order to consistently deal with arbitrary
cross-section shapes by Gonçalves et al. [36] and Bebiano et al. [7].
Moreover, the software package named GBTUL boosts the ability of
other researchers to test the numerical implementation of the theory,
its second version has been recently presented in [8].

Notwithstanding the impressive effort spent by the above-mentioned
groups, GBT researches and applications have been pursued all around
the world. Recent researches include a dynamic approach to cross-
section analysis, as in [58] and analytical approaches for pre-buckling
and buckling analyses as in [74] . Moreover, the solution of the semi-
discretized problem has been addressed in [4].

Finally, interesting contributions on the development of a GBT-based
numerical model for cold-formed roofing systems are [10, 48], while
a GBT with shear deformation was introduced in [50]. A discussion
on the relationship of the shear-deformable GBT with classical and
non-classical beam theories is developed in [51] and effective proce-
dure for the 3D stress-state recovery in [49]. Very recently, an high-
performance flexibility-based GBT finite element inspired by the semi-
analytical solutions of the beam differential equations has been pro-
posed in [52].
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2.2.2 Finite Strip and constrained Finite Strip Methods

The Finite Strip Method (FSM) was proposed in the late 1960s in
the seminal paper of Cheung [16], being originally motivated by the
ability of performing dimensional reduction of 3D problems for the
implementation on “small and medium sized computers”. Since di-
mensionality reduction exhibits a series of engineering advantages
besides computational effort, the method has been surviving through-
out the years and found many applications in structural mechanics
[17].

In the FSM a thin-walled structure is discretized onto a set of strips
whose longitudinal interpolation is performed on the full support
(i.e. the member axis) and not by subdividing the body in the classical
FEM fashion. The advantages is hence dependent on the proper choice
of shape function for the strip.

Figure 2.5: Example of FSM discretization for a lipped channel section, im-
age from [62]

An interesting side-effect is that, in case of buckling analysis, re-
sults can be expressed as a function of the strip-length parameter.
Plotting the critical load as function of the length parameter draws
the so-called signature curve. The implementation of constraints for
the solution, e.g. by enforcing null in-plane shear, of identifing trans-
verse flexure led to the development of the constrained FSM (cFSM)
method and signature curves, which are useful to classify buckling
modes in design applications.

The development of the concept of “signature curve”, the interpre-
tative power of its constrained version, the constrained FSM (cFSM),
the availability of the software CUFSM (Li and Schafer [42]) and the
development of the Direct Strength Method (DSM) for design made
this approach very popular in North America.

The advances in this research area are quite rapid, nonetheless
some developments are still work in progress, like the extension to
general cross-section shapes, and the generalization to members with
non-standard support and loading conditions. Particularly, this latter
task may not be trivial, since it is deeply connected with the very basic
assumption of the method. A comprehensive review of the method,
including other developments not treated here, like the introduction
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Figure 2.6: FSM and cFSM signature curves example for a member under
axial force, image from [62]

of shear modes, structural optimization and identification of modes
in nonlinear analysis may be found in [43].
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2.2.3 Constrained FEM

Constrained FEM cFEM idea basically derives from the restraining
method applied to FSM to enable modal identification. The displace-
ment field of a standard, properly formulated, shell element, as the
one proposed by Ádány [1], can be constrained to any modal defor-
mation space, thus enabling the introduction of the amplitude func-
tions governing the remaining degrees of freedom. The approach may
lead to similar results but is conceptually different with respect to the
GBT one: GBT introduces just the desired kinematics, whereas the def-
inition of a proper restraining technique is the core of the cFEM.

Developments cFEM finite elements are very recent [2, 3]. Nonethe-
less, it potentially provides full modal decomposition and satisfy me-
chanical criteria needed for design. Being based on general purpose
FEM possible applications are extremely vast. Moreover the relation-
ship among beam theories and cFEM are yet to be explored, but con-
stitute an interesting research area.

Figure 2.7: Examples of cFEM results for the study and identification of
members with holes, from [3]
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2.2.4 Beam models based on 3D elasticity reduction by generalized eigen-
value analysis

General approaches to the analysis of thin-walled beams have been
explored by directly separating the 3D elasticity problem into a 2D
FEM eigenvalue problem and the determination of eigenvectors am-
plitudes along a one-dimensional domain. The axial solution can be
based on analytical functions or interpolated via the FEM.

In this context, a 1D model has been recently presented by Genoese
et al. [32], together with a finite element implementation based on the
Hellinger-Reissner principle. The model does extend the St. Venant
solution with higher order deformation modes. The advantage of us-
ing a semi-analytical solution for higher modes, which is in exponen-
tial form, consists in being able to assess a-priori the importance of
different eigenvectors.

The approach has proven to be effective in buckling analyses [31],
and it has been extensively compared to the GBT formulation in this
context by Garcea et al. [29]. With respect to the GBT, no simplifica-
tions are made on the in-plane behavior of the cross-section, there-
fore the applications to any cross-sectional shape is straightforward,
avoiding some GBT complexities in the analysis of the cross-section.

Figure 2.8: Higher order deformation modes can be obtained for general
cross-section shapes from the FEM analysis of the 2D problem
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2.2.5 Carrera Unified Formulation

The Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) is a general FEM formula-
tion for the approximation of structural mechanics problems. The
interesting point, central to the formulation, is that the governing
equations can be arranged according to the so-called Fundamental
Nucleus, leading to the automatic formulation of several structural
models (see fig. 2.9). Interesting applications have been performed
and a recent review of the method may be found in Carrera et al.
[15]. Finally, a geometrically nonlinear formulation has been recently
proposed by Pagani and Carrera [56].

Figure 2.9: Table from [14], highlighting the hierarchical enrichment made
possible by CUF theory for 1D formulations





3
T H E L I N E A R G B T

This Chapter introduces the linear Generalized Beam Theory (GBT)
as originally proposed by Schardt [67] and subsequently improved by
other researchers [50, 51] to include shear deformation in a consistent
way with respect to classical and non-classical beam theories. The
formulation of the relevant linear finite element [52], based on the
Hellinger-Reissner variational principle, is then illustrated.

17
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3.1 kinematics

The basic idea of the GBT models is to decompose the three-dimensional
displacement field u[s, n, z] into two conceptually different parts:

• a set of functions defined over the cross-section known in the
literature as “GBT modes”, providing a cross-sectional discreti-
azion,

• amplitude functions, called generalized parameters, defined over
the beam axis.

With this in mind, for the generic wall of the cross-section, the as-
sumed displacement field is written, with respect to the local refer-
ence system, (see figure 3.1) as [50, 51]:

s

n

1

2

3

4 5

1

2

3

4

5

6

natural node

wall numbering

LEGEND

Figure 3.1: Thin-walled cross-section with 5 walls and 6 natural nodes. The
local, right handed reference system associated to wall 2 is
showed

u[n, s, z] = N[n, s] δ[z],

u[n, s, z] =

un

us

uz

 , N[n, s] =

 ψ[s] 0

ξ[s, n] 0

0 θ[s, n]

 , δ[z] =

[
v[z]

w[z]

]
,

(3.1)

where un,us are the displacements orthogonal and parallel to the wall
mid-line and uz the one in the direction of the beam axis. The matrix
N collects the cross-section deformation modes ψ,ξ, θ, dependent on
local coordinates s, n. The aforementioned functions are written as:

ξ[n, s] = µ[s]− n ∂sψ[s], θ[n, s] = ϕ[s]− n ψ[s], (3.2)

where ∂s denotes the derivative with respect to the s coordinate.
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The linear strain field is then computed from eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 through
the point-wise compatibility equations, and the terms deriving from
the bending part (i.e. depending on n) and those generated by the
one associated to the membrane one are separated, and denoted, re-
spectively, by the superscripts (M), (B),

ε l,ss[n, s, z] = ε(M)
ss [s, z] + ε(B)

ss [n, s, z],

ε l,zz[n, s, z] = ε(M)
zz [s, z] + ε(B)

zz [n, s, z],

ε l,zs[n, s, z] = ε(M)
zs [s, z] + ε(B)

zs [n, s, z],

ε l,zn[s, z] = ε(M)
zn [s, z],

(3.3)

where:

ε(M)
ss = ∂sµv,

ε(B)
ss = −n∂ssψv,

ε(M)
sz =

1
4

((∂sϕ + µ) (∂zv + w) + (µ− ∂sϕ) (∂zv−w)),

ε(B)
sz =

1
2

(−n∂sψ) (∂zv + w),

ε(M)
zz = ϕ ∂zw,

ε(B)
zz = −nψ ∂zw

ε(M)
nz =

1
2

ψ (∂zv−w),

(3.4)

and ∂z denotes derivative with respect to the z coordinate.
By adopting Voigt notation, and representing only the non-null lin-

ear strains in the vector ε = [εss, εzz, 2εzs, 2εnz]T, the strains can be
rewritten as follows:

ε = ε(M) + ε(B),

ε(M) = b(M)[s, n]e[z], ε(B) = b(B)[s, n]e[z],
(3.5)

where

b(M) =


∂sµ 0 0 0

0 ϕ 0 0

0 0 ∂sϕ + µ 1
2 (µ− ∂sϕ)

0 0 0 ψ

 ,

b(B) =


−n∂ssψ 0 0 0

0 −nψ 0 0

0 0 −2n∂sψ 0

0 0 0 0

 ,

(3.6)
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The vector e[z] collects the generalized deformations of the beam
model, which can be expressed in terms of generalized displacements
as:

eT =
[
vT (∂zw)T 1

2 (∂zv + w)T (∂zv−w)T
]

.

Additionally, the compatibility operator D of the beam model may be
highlighted by recasting the above relationship in a suitable fashion
so that:

e = D

[
v

w

]
.

In particular, when considering m GBT modes, the operator D is de-
fined as:

D = Im ⊗L, L =


1 0

0 ∂z
1
2 ∂z

1
2

∂z −1

 , (3.7)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and Im the m-order identity
matrix.

The strain field derived from the assumed kinematics leads to the
full recovery of classical shear deformable beam theories, as discussed
in detail in reference [51].

3.2 cross-section deformation modes

Deformation modes are associated to nodes on the cross-section, which
can be either natural nodes (the vertices of the cross-section mid-line)
or internal nodes (intermediate points along the wall mid-line).

Deformation modes associated to natural nodes are subdivided
into fundamental flexural modes and transverse extension modes;
those associated to the internal nodes are subdivided into local flex-
ural modes, local transverse extension modes and nonlinear warping
modes. Fundamental flexural modes are the same as those of the clas-
sical GBT proposed by Schardt [67]: one fundamental flexural mode
can be defined for each natural node by assuming, along the sec-
tion mid-line, a piece-wise linear function ϕ, µ = ∂sϕ and cubic ψ.
In particular, functions ψ are determined by enforcing compatibil-
ity among the walls subjected to cylindrical bending. However, it is
worth noting that, in contrast to the classical GBT, in the present for-
mulation fundamental modes engender non-null engineering shear-
ing strains and, in particular, have piece-wise constant (i.e. constant
on each wall) ε(M)

zs along the section mid-line and constant εzn over the
wall thickness. Only in-plane behavior is assumed for local flexural
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modes, considering the associated warping effect negligible. Hence,
cross-section modes µ, ψ, ϕ will be assumed null, cubic and null, re-
spectively. Transverse extension modes are characterized by linear
function µ and make it possible to account for cross-section distortion
stemming from non-null transverse membrane strain ε(M)

ss . Finally, lo-
cal flexural modes, local transverse extension modes and nonlinear
warping modes, based on nodes internal to the walls, could be added
in order to enrich, respectively, the local bending behavior, the local
transverse extension behavior and the warping description.

For a C-shaped cross-section with stiffening lips, the fundamental
flexural modes in the modal base are depicted in figure 3.3, while
local flexural and transverse extension in the modal base can be seen
in figure 3.4.
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3.3 generalized stresses

Generalized stresses s are defined from the following work equiva-
lence condition, as work-conjugates to the generalized deformations
e:

sTe =
∫

A
σTε dA, (3.8)

where σ[s] = [σss, σzz, τzs, τzn]T and A is the cross-section area. As-
suming

sT =
[

ST MT TT V T
]

,

the following expressions for the components of s are obtained for
flexural modes:

S =
∫

A
(−n∂ssψ

T + ∂sµ
T)σssdA,

M =
∫

A
(ϕT − n ψT)σzzdA,

T =
∫

A
(−2n∂sψ

T + µT + ∂sϕ
T)τszdA,

V =
∫

A

(
1
2

(
µT − ∂sϕ

T
)

τzs + ψTτzn

)
dA.

(3.9)

The static equilibrium equation is imposed in the homogeneous
form on the beam domain as by resorting to the operator L*, which
is the differential operator adjont to the compatibility one L, eq. 3.7,
taking the form:

D∗s = 0, D∗ = Im ⊗L*. (3.10)

3.4 cross-section stiffness matrix

Under the hypothesis of linear elastic material, in the GBT the three-
dimensional constitutive equations are usually assumed in the follow-
ing form:

σ = σ(M)
l + σ(B), σ(M) = C(M)ε(M), σ(B) = C(B)ε(B)

l (3.11)

where

C(M) =


E 0 0 0

0 E 0 0

0 0 G 0

0 0 0 G

 , C(B) =


Ē νĒ 0 0

νĒ Ē 0 0

0 0 G 0

0 0 0 G

 , (3.12)
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coefficient and and Ē = E/(1− ν2). The cross-section stiffness matrix
of the beam, i.e. the constitutive relationship among the generalized
stresses and deformation, is defined as:

C =
∫

A
(b(M) + b(B))T(C(M)b(M) + C(B)b(B))dA, (3.13)

that leads to:

C =


CS CSM 0 0

CT
SM CM 0 0

0 0 CT CTV

0 0 CT
TV CV

 , (3.14)

with the expressions of the submatrices given in Appendix A.1.
The submatrices appearing into the cross-section stiffness matrix C

are full, so determining high coupling among the generalized defor-
mation parameters, as showed pictorially in figure 3.2 and in detail
in section A.2 of the Appendix. Moreover, the mechanical meaning of
the generalized parameters is not obvious.

The peculiar process in the GBT is the modal transformation that al-
lows to gain partial uncoupling among the generalized deformation
parameters and to clarify their mechanical meaning. The new base
is called “modal base”. The interested reader may refer to Appendix
A.3 and to de Miranda et al. [51] for further details on modal decom-
position.
Hereinafter all the quantities are to be intended as expressed in the
modal base.

As it can be noted, the classical generalized deformations of a
Vlasov beam are recovered, such as axial extension (mode 1), ma-
jor an minor axis bending (more 2 and 3) and twisting rotation about
the shear center (mode 4). Modes 5-8 are typical GBT higher-order
flexural deformations involving section distortion. Modes 9-13 are
cross-sectional distortional modes due to wall extension. Modes 1-6,
i.e. fundamental flexural, are depicted in 3.3 for a C-shaped cross-
section, while higher order modes 7-13 in fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Cross-section stiffness matrix for a cross-section with 5 walls. The
coupling in the natural space is evident in the top image. The
bottom part shows the stiffness matrix in the modal space.
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Mode 1:
Axial extension

Mode 2:
Weak axis bending

Mode 3:
Strong axis bending

Mode 4:
Torsion and torsional warping

Mode 5:
Distortion and warpings

Mode 6:
Distortion and warpings

Figure 3.3: Fundamental flexural modes for a C-shaped cross-section
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Mode 7:
in-plane stiffener distortion

Mode 8:
in-plane stiffener distortion

Mode 9:
wall #1 extension

Mode 10:
wall #2 extension

Mode 11:
wall #3 extension

Mode 12:
wall #4 extension

Mode 13:
wall #5 extension

Figure 3.4: Local flexural modes and in-plane wall-extensions.
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3.5 the mixed-stress gbt linear finite element

The mixed-stress GBT linear finite element [52], is based on the Hellinger-
Reissner mixed energy functional, that can be written, for a 3D body
of volume V, as a function of its displacement and stress fields u, σ:

Φ[σ, u] =
∫

V
σTε[u]dV − 1

2

∫
V

σTC−1σ dV, (3.15)

being C the linear elastic stiffness matrix. More specifically, for a pris-
matic beam body, the integration is firstly performed on the cross-
section A and subsequently over the z axis:

Φ[σ, u] =
∫

z

∫
A

σTε[u]dAdz− 1
2

∫
z

∫
A

σTC−1σ dA dz,

which, introducing the generalized parameters δ, s, turns into:

Φ[s, δ] =
∫

z
sTe[δ] dz− 1

2

∫
z

sTC−1s dz.

In order to develop the finite element formulation, the beam domain,
i.e. the z axis, is partitioned into non-overlapping elements of length
L. Notice that all quantities hereinafter defined are intrinsically local
to the element and stress field has no continuity requirements be-
tween the elements, while displacements continuity among elements
is ensured in the assembly phase.

On the generic element, the following representation is assumed
for the generalized stresses:

s[z] = P[z] β,

being P the stress approximation matrix and β the vector of the un-
known stress parameters, local to each element. In particular, here,
motivated by the very good results obtained in [52], stress modes col-
lected in P are assumed to be self-equilibrated, i.e. to satisfy a-priori
the equilibrium equations in homogeneous form. To account for the
presence of body forces, a particular solution of the equilibrium equa-
tions may be added to the final stress approximation, as usually done
in hybrid stress models [57]. To lighten the text, the expression of P
is given in Appendix A.4

The interpolation of the generalized displacements associated to
the generic mode m, δm[z] is of linked type (see for instance [55]) and
can be written as:
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δm[z] =

[
vm[z]

wm[z]

]
= Nmqm, qm =


qm

v1

qm
w1

qm
v2

qm
w2

 ,

Nm[z] =

[
Nm

v

Nm
w

]
=

[
1− z

L
1
2 (z− z2

L ) z
L

1
2 ( z2

L − z)

0 1− z
L 0 z

L

]
, (3.16)

where qmcollects the nodal values of the displacements due to the
relevant mode. For later convenience it is here worth noticing that
whenever interpolating all the modes, the relationship 3.16 can be
expanded accounting for all the modes:



δ1[z]
...

δm[z]
...

δM[z]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

δ[z]

=



Nm[z] · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
... · · ·

...

0 · · · Nm[z] · · · 0
... · · ·

...
. . . · · ·

0 · · · 0 · · · Nm[z]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

N δ[z]



q1

...

qm[z]
...

qM[z]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

q

. (3.17)

The energy of the linear GBT finite element in mixed format, can
hence be rewritten in terms of the discrete parameters β, q as follows:

Φe[β, q] = βT
(∫

L
PTD Nδ dz

)
q− 1

2
βT
(∫

L
PTC−1P dz

)
β, (3.18)

that leads to:

Φe[β, q] = βT G q− 1
2

βT H β. (3.19)

Using standard arguments, the finite element stiffness matrix reads:

K = GTC−1G.
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G B T- B A S E D D E S I G N O F F L E X I B L E R O O F I N G
S Y S T E M S

"Successful design is not the
achievement of perfection but
the minimization and
accommodation of
imperfection."

— Henry Petroski

Roofing systems are often made by cold-formed, thin-walled purlins,
such as Z-shaped ones. These purlins usually span several bays and
are submitted to various loadings (snow, wind, dead loads due to
equipment, etc.). Purlins are stabilized by the roof sheeting, which
provides, depending on the roof type, some degree of restraint: shear
restraint due to roof diaphragm effect, rotational restraint due to
bending rigidity of the panels, and lateral restraint.

With the aim of showing the importance the applicability of GBT
to the design of real structures, a numerical study is performed to
validate two performance based verification approaches for flexible
roofing systems in the framework of Eurocode 3 (EC3).

This chapter addresses the validation of two possible performance-
based verification procedures for cold-formed roofing system. The
first one, here named Traditional approach (TA) defines the kinematic
of the beam according to a Vlasov model and leaves the effect of cross-
section distortion to a separate procedure, based on the Effective
Thickness Method (ETM). The second one, named GBT-based approach
(GA), includes cross-section distortion in the kinematics of the beam
theory and does not reduce cross-sectional properties according to a
specialized stiffener model.

The proposed validation is aimed at assessing the necessity of a
GBT-based approach to take into account cross-section distortion. The
results provide further motivations for the development of a geomet-
rically nonlinear GBT.

29
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4.1 verification of steel roofing systems

Light roofing systems are today a popular construction technology.
Particularly, Cold Formed Steel (CFS) sheeting are usually a cost-
efficient alternative to heavier concrete-based technologies and are
faster to erect. One of the driving factor contributing to the success
of CFS roofings is the evolution of construction technology which
switched from hook-bolts fastening to faster, more efficient self-drilling
fastenings. This makes the construction system faster and simpler to
assemble and allows for an effective collaboration among the roof
panels and the steel purlins.

The typology of structural system is codified by the Eurocode [25]
but, despite its simple physical configuration, the physical modeling
of the system is not simple. Prescriptive approaches based on sim-
plified or semi-empirical models are often used in the design prac-
tice.The mechanical behavior of roofing systems is generally rather
complicated and difficult to be described by simplified models, since
design criteria have to include provisions both for gravity loading and
for uplift loading, usually applied at the middle of the top flange. If,
one one hand, both conditions may physically trigger a distortion of
the cross-section, it is especially evident in the latter case, for which
an equivalent-spring model suitable for direct calculation of bottom-
flange displacement can be included (see the bottom left part of figure
4.1).

A vast amount of literature is devoted to the mechanical, technical
and normative aspects of such systems including full and simplified
3D shell FE modeling [44, 45], buckling analyses [5, 79], and experi-
mental testing [80].

The Roof Model (RM) approach [10] is based on a beam model
interacting with continuous elastic restraints, which represent the ac-
tion of the supported panels. These elastic restraints can be of three
types, according to the stiffness of the panel:

• Rotational Restraints: rotational spring to torsional rotation about
the beam axis;

• Lateral Restraints: a set of independent Winkler’s spring that
resist with elastic forces in the direction parallel to the cross-
section flanges;

• Shear Restraints: rotational springs applied onto the top of the
web, restraining the web-to-flange junction rotation about the
beam axis, i.e. the roof does not exhibit significant stiffness in
the direction parallel to the flanges, but prevent the movement
of the top flange.

The aforementioned restraints were introduced in EC3 in order to
improve the design of such systems, and have to be experimentally
derived both for the RM approach and for the prescriptive EC3 one.
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Figure 4.1: Modeling laterally braced purlins rotationally restrained by
sheeting, from [25].

The Eurocode “calculation method” explicitly allows for the use of
a second order analysis to check for the distortional behavior of the
purlin as restrained by the sheeting. For a clear explanation is worth
reporting some of the clauses of the paragraph 10.1.2 of EC3 [25]:

(1) Unless a second order analysis is carried out, the
method given in [...] should be used to allow for the ten-
dency of the free flange to move laterally (thus inducing
additional stresses) by treating it as a beam subjected to
lateral load

[...]
(5) A numerical analysis using the rotational spring stiff-

ness CD obtained from 10.1.5.2 may also be used if lat-
eral restraint is not supplied or if its effectiveness cannot
be proved. When the numerical analysis is carried out, it
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Figure 4.2: Roof model restraints, image from [10].

should take into account the bending in two directions,
torsional St Venant stiffness and warping stiffness about
the imposed rotation axis.

(6) If a second order analysis is carried out, effective sec-
tions and stiffness, due to local buckling, should be taken
into account

In this framework, the numerical RM approach allows for an easy
generalization of the method for a vast range of geometrical dimen-
sions, load and restraint conditions, since it presents the following
advantages:

• It is not required to check a-priori the stiffness of the roofing
system, i.e. no limitation is virtually provided once elastic re-
straints are experimentally characterized,

• the beam model employed can be used to obtain the full 3D
displacement field, simplifying the physical modeling and en-
suring faster checks,

• the stress check can be performed directly, this is true both for
the fiber stress and the Von Mises check.

With this in mind, two approaches to possible approaches to apply
the RM are compared in the following:

• The Traditional approach (TA) that consists in modeling the
purlin as a Vlasov beam with elastic restraints. The Vlasov beam
model cannot include cross-section distortion phenomena, so
the effective section is to be reduced for the effect of local and
distortional buckling (by using both Effective Width Method
(EWM) and the Effective Thickness Method (ETM)).

• The GBT-based approach (GA) that includes cross-section dis-
tortion into the beam model by using the GBT. Still, the verifi-
cation is carried out onto the effective cross-sectional properties
reduced for the effect of local buckling only, according to the
EWM, as requested by EC3.
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In both beam the approches second-order effects are included. The
verification procedure for fibre stress at Ultimate Limit States (ULS) is
synthesized in figure 4.3 for both the two approaches.

(a) TA. (b) GA.

Figure 4.3: Verification procedures at ULS for (a) TA and (b) GA.

4.1.1 Structural modeling

In the following, some design examples are analyzed using both the
TA and GA. For each design example, a continuous beam on multiple
intermediate supports is analyzed. In correspondence with the sup-
porting systems, the cross-section is reinforced by a sleeve. From the
modeling point of view this is taken into account by supposing that
the strengthening length is formed by a cross-section twice as thick
with respect to the cross-section of the beam. This strengthening area
will be hereinafter referred to as “overlap”.
Intermediate anti-sag bars may be present to prevent lateral displace-
ments. The present study focuses on analyzing a range of 15 differ-
ent Z-shaped cross-sections restrained by continuous elastic restraints.
The intensity of the load, number of roof spans and magnitude of re-
straints are chosen parametrically in a range of typical design values
to provide a comprehensive overview of many design conditions. 100
design examples have been verified.
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4.1.2 Design parameters at SLS and ULS - Synthetic results

In order to compare the results of the two approaches over the ensem-
ble of roofing systems analyzed, two synthetic design parameters and
their variation are analyzed. The first one, suitable for Serviceability
Limit States (SLS) conditions, is the ratio of the maximum shear cen-
ter displacement δsc that occurs onto the structure during the most
severe SLS load combination, over the length of the relevant span
Lspan, including overlapping lengths, and can hence be written as:

r1 =
( δsc

Lspan

)
SLS

.

Clearly the choice of this parameter includes the effect of cross-
section distortion only at the stiffness level, but it has been retained
more faithful and compliant to the usual design practice, where higher-
order beam models are not usually employed and checking the whole
three-dimensional displacement field is an unnecessary burden. Over-
all results in terms of r1 for all 100 structures analyzed are reported
in figure 4.4.

The second design parameter, suitable for the Ultimate Limit States
(ULS) analysis of the beams, is the fiber stress ratio of the most severe
ULS combination:

r2 =
(σzz

fyd

)
ULS

, (4.1)

where fyd is the design yield stress. Normalization over fyd is per-
formed to provide an homogeneous measure of the stress state across
different steel grades, since cold-formed purlins may be rolled from
coils with quite different yield strengths. The above defined ratio r2

is strongly affected by the calculation hypotheses adopted.
As regards the fibre stress σzz, for both approaches one may write:

σzz =
NEd

Ae f f
+

My,Ed

We f f ,y
+

Mz,Ed

We f f ,z
+

Mωω

Ie f f ,ω
+ σhigher

The first four terms on the right hand side refer to the contribu-
tions of fibre stresses deriving from the relevant generalized stresses
of the Vlasov beam model (normal stress NEd, bending moments
My,Ed, Mz,Ed, bimoment Mω), calculated according to the effective
cross-sectional quantities (effective area Ae f f , effective section moduli
We f f ,y and We f f ,z, effective torsion warping constant Iω,e f f ). Accord-
ing to the hypotheses adopted, the effective quantities are referred
to cross-section reduced for local buckling only in the GA approach,
while the TA one includes a thickness reduction of the stiffener to ac-
count for increased stress intensity due to the cross-section distortion
effect. The term σhigher refers to the contribution of higher order gen-
eralized stresses deriving from the cross-section distortion in the GBT
analysis (for TA approach σhigher = 0).
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Results in terms of fiber stresses ratio r2 are reported for GA and TA
in detail in figure 4.5 and their distributions are compared in figure
4.6. A further comparison of the distributions of r2 for TA and GA
is given in figure 4.6. Finally, boards collecting the results of some
selected example are presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.4: Ratio r1 according to TA and GA approaches
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4.2 some remarks

The idea behind both the TA and the GA approach is to provide a
performance based verification method for the verification of cold-
formed steel purlins in the framework of EC3, providing a complete
Roof Model (RM) for the design of steel roofings.

With respect to cross-section distortion behavior, the GA approach
is virtually exact when computing the cross-section displacement (at
least with respect to the chosen discretization), while the TA approach
does not include cross-sectional kinematics, relying on the reduction
of cross-sectional characteristics due to local and stiffener buckling.

The two approaches where compared showing different results for
r1 and r2 design parameters, to be considered at SLS and ULS respec-
tively. For the former, minor differences are found, at least in relative
value. Nonetheless it is to be highlighted that the displacement of the
shear-center tends to hide the additional kinematics introduced in the
GA.

Conversely, the design parameter r2, which is closely related to
the maximum fiber stress (see 4.1), is directly affected by both the
structural model and the stress check hypothesis 4.3.

The results over the number of examples tested show a tendency of
the TA method to predict on average a higher state of stress (in more
than 80% of the examples), but failing to predict an intense stress-
state due to section distortion in a limited number of cases (5%).
Being based on a parametric study focusing on distortional phenom-
ena only, these results do not allow to draw a definitive conclusion on
the verification procedures of cold formed steel roofings, but strongly
motivates the adoption of higher order beam models in performance-
based methods

The development of a performance-based method in the frame-
work of EC3 may lead to a better prediction of local stress states,
allowing for a further optimization of flexible systems.



5
T H E C O R O TAT I O N A L - B A S E D G B T: B U C K L I N G F E
A N A LY S I S

Corotational (CR) methods allow for a convenient extension of lin-
ear models to geometrically nonlinear ones. However, because of the
higher order generalized displacements, the application of CR strate-
gies to higher order beam theories is not straightforward.

This Chapter shows how to obtain the geometrically nonlinear GBT
finite element from the relevant linear one by using the Implicit Coro-
tational Method (ICM). The key idea is referring to the GBT nature as
folded plate model, associating multiple CR observers to a single GBT
finite element. The results of buckling analyses for beams with com-
plex cross-section geometries are presented and comparisons with
finite element shell models are made.

The content of this Chapter is based on the paper ’A corotational based
geometrically nonlinear Generalized Beam Theory: buckling FE analysis’,
referenced at [53], published on International Journal of Solids and Struc-
tures on August, 2017

39
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5.1 icm for thin-walled beams

Absolute notation will be used in this only, to introduce the basics
of the Implicit Corotational Method (ICM). The ICM can be defined
as a tool to obtain geometrically exact nonlinear models from the
corresponding linear ones [28]. ICM-based structural elements, such
as beams and shells, have shown excellent performance by providing
a consistent way of dealing with finite rotations and displacements
[27].
The strain energy of a three-dimensional body may be written, in
terms of Biot stress/strain [9], as:

Φ[T , u] =
∫

V
T · E[u]dV − 1

2

∫
V

TC−1TdV, (5.1)

where T and E[u] are the Biot stress and strain tensors, respectively, u
the three-dimensional displacement field, C the linear elastic stiffness
tensor, and V the body volume.

Let us introduce a corotational description of motion, and denote
with Q the point-wise rotation of the CR observer. Moreover, denote
with R the rotational tensor associated to the polar decomposition of
the deformation gradient F = I +∇u, being I the identity tensor and
∇u the displacement gradient. In case of Q = R, the Biot strain with
respect to the CR observer is the linear strain tensor:

E = ε, (5.2)

being ε = 1
2 (∇uT +∇u) the linear strain tensor. Otherwise, whenever

Q ≈ R, the Biot strain is well approximated by the sum of the linear
strain tensor and the tensor ρ, quadratic in the displacement gradient:

E ≈ ε + ρ, ρ =
1
2

(εω−ωε−ωω), (5.3)

where ω = 1
2 (∇uT−∇u). As can be easily seen, the goal of the method

is to select Q such that ω is almost negligible and, hence, the Biot
strain tensor is almost equal to the linear strain tensor. Moreover, as
extensively discussed in [28], it can be assumed that T and E are
related by the same constitutive law of the linear theory. Therefore,
when Q ≈ R, both the kinematic and constitutive equations coming
from the linear theory correspond to those of the nonlinear problem
expressed in terms of Biot tensors, at least with the assumption of
small strains.

Consider now a beam structural model and denote by z the beam
axis abscissa, by A the beam cross-section, and by s[z] and δ the
vectors of the generalized stresses and generalized displacements, re-
spectively. The recovery of the nonlinear beam model using the ICM
is based on the following hypotheses:

∇u ≡ ∇ul[δ[z]] = εl[δ[z]] + ωl[δ[z]], T ≡ σ l[s[z]] (5.4)
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with ∇ul the displacement gradient associated to a linearized kine-
matics, εl and ωl its symmetric and skew-symmetric parts respec-
tively, and σ l the standard linear stress tensor. Substituting eq. 5.4
into eq. 5.1, with the Biot strain E defined by eq. 5.3 and perform-
ing the integration on the beam cross-section, yields the following
expression for the strain energy of the nonlinear beam model:

Φ[s, δ] =
∫

z
sT(e[δ] + h[δ]) dz− 1

2

∫
z

sTC−1s dz, (5.5)

where

sT(e[δ] + [δ]) =
∫

A
σ l[s] · (εl[δ] + ρl[δ]) dA, (5.6)

and

sTC−1s =
∫

A
σ l[s] ·C−1σ l[s] dA,

being ρl defined in terms of εl and ωl according to eq. 5.3. In the
above equations, e + h denotes the generalized deformation of the
beam model (sum of e, linear function of the displacement gradient
and h, quadratic function of the displacement gradient) and C the
cross-section stiffness matrix of the beam model.

The strain energy, eq. 5.5, is described in terms of the kinematic
parameters δ referred to a CR observer. Assuming a CR frame for
each cross-section, A, defined by a rotation Q[z], accounting for the
transformation law between the CR observer and a fixed one, the
strain energy of the structural model can be formally written as

Φ[s, δ̆] =
∫

z
sT(e[g[δ̆]] + h[g[δ̆]]) dz− 1

2

∫
z

sTC−1s dz, (5.7)

where δ̆ are the generalized displacements evaluated into the fixed
frame, while

δ = g[δ̆] (5.8)

denotes the transformation law between the generalized displace-
ments in the two reference frames.

To complete the model, the definition of the rotation Q has to be
specified. As already mentioned, the goal of the method is to have
Q = R. With this in mind, a typical choice could be that of a rotation
Q such that the average, over the whole cross-section, of the skew-
symmetric part of the linear displacement gradient is null, that is

1
A

∫
A

ωl[g[δ̆]] dA = 0. (5.9)

Alternatively, the beam cross-section can be partitioned into parts
Ai and, for each part Ai, a CR frame defined by a rotation Qi[z] can
be assumed.
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For example, in a thin-walled beam, Ai can be the cross-section of
the single wall or of part of it. Analogously to the previous case, a
convenient choice for Qi could be that of a rotation such that the av-
erage, over Ai, of the skew-symmetric part of the linear displacement
gradient is null:

1
Ai

∫
Ai

ωl[gi[δ̆]] dA = 0, (5.10)

denoting with

δ = gi[δ̆] (5.11)

the transformation law between the generalized displacements of the
i-th CR frame and the fixed one. In this case, the strain energy of the
structural model can be written as in eq. 5.7 by replacing g with: gi:

Φ[s, δ̆] = ∑
i

∫
z

sT(e[gi[δ̆]] + h[gi[δ̆]]) dz− 1
2

∫
z

sTC−1s dz, (5.12)

where the sum is over the cross-section partitions and the integrand in
the first integral can be defined analogously to eq. 5.7 when referring
the integration to the relevant cross-section partition.

5.1.1 Quadratic generalized strains

To complete the geometrically nonlinear model according to the ICM,
quadratic generalized strains h, corresponding to the quadratic com-
ponents of the Biot strain (eq. 5.3), must to be evaluated. As it can be
verified, in GBT these strains can be written as:

h[δ] = C−1
∫

A
(b(M)TC(M) + b(B)TC(B))ρl[δ]dA.

The full expressions of the components of ρl[δ] are provided in Ap-
pendix C.

5.1.2 Some remarks

For a linear elastic beam model, the three-dimensional linear stress
tensor σ l[s] and the gradient of the linear three-dimensional displace-
ment∇ul[δ] are available as linear functions of the generalized stresses
s and generalized displacements δ. The use of this information al-
lows, to obtain the corresponding nonlinear beam model completely
defined by the strain energy, eq. 5.7.

Moreover, note that the generalized deformation can be evaluated
using a linear, e, or a quadratic, e + h, expression, yielding different ac-
curacy in the recovery of the polar decomposition rotation R (see [28]
for more details on the ICM and remarks on the recovered structural
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models using this method). In other words, this leads to different ap-
proximations in the filtering of the local point-wise rotation with a
different response of the model.

Finally, it is worth to remark that the use of single CR frame for
each cross-section leads to a model which is geometrically exact with
respect to the rigid body motion of the whole cross-section, and with
a linear or a quadratic approximation with respect to the local motion
(into the CR) if, respectively, e or e + h are employed. On the other
hand, the use of multiple CR frames, one for each part Ai of the cross-
section, allows to obtain a geometrically exact model with respect to
the rigid body motion of each part of the cross-section.

When generalized deformations are evaluated by linear expression
and multiple corotational observers are placed on the cross-section,
eq. 5.7, reads:

Φ[s, δ̆] = ∑
i

∫
z

sT(e[gi[δ̆]]) dz− 1
2

∫
z

sTC−1s dz.

In the following, only linear generalized strains e will be used for
the ICM-based, geometrically nonlinear GBT finite element.
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5.2 change of kinematic parameters

From now on, attention will be focused on the generic e-th one-dimensional,
GBT mixed-stress finite element introduced in Section 3.5, in which
q is the vector collecting the generalized displacements at the end
nodes of the element.

Based on the GBT kinematic hypotheses, the relationship of eq. 3.1
between generalized displacements δ[z] and three-dimensional ones
u[s, n, z] holds and it is here recalled for convenience:

u[n, s, z] = N[n, s]δ[z].

Moreover, considering a single GBT finite element, it is recalled from
eq. 3.17, that:

δ[z] = Nδ[z]q,

Parameters δ[z], as well as their finite element counterparts q, are
the kinematic parameters commonly used in the classical GBT lit-
erature and represent the amplitude of the cross-section deforma-
tion modes, which typically involve the displacement of more than
one node, or more generally point, of the cross-section. Hence, pa-
rameters q do not correspond to specific cross-section points dis-
placements. For convenience, it is useful to rewrite them in terms of
three-dimensional displacement components of specific cross-section
points, hereinafter assumed as the generalized displacements of the
GBT finite element and collected in the vector d. For reader’s conve-
nience, a summary of the displacements nomenclature can be found
in table 5.1.

Using the above equations, it is possible to write the relationship
between q and d in the following form:

d = Aq, (5.13)

where matrix A collects the evaluations of N[n, s] in the chosen
cross-section points. Clearly, the dimensions of matrix A depend on
the number of the selected cross-section points and on the number
of the assumed cross-section deformation modes. As it can be eas-
ily verified, if all the classes of the modes are assumed (i.e. flexural,
transverse extension and local flexural), then the matrix A is square
and non-singular, so that is it possible to write:

q = A−1d. (5.14)

Conversely, if only some classes of deformation modes are assumed,
there is always a non-singular minor of matrix A with the same di-
mension of vector q, so that it is possible to write a relationship anal-
ogous to eq. 5.14 between q parameters and a part of the d parame-
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ters. Euqation 5.14 allows to express q in terms of d and, hence, to
reparametrize the beam kinematics as function of d.

The effect of a change of kinematic parameters is shown in figures
5.1 and 5.2, mapping 18 modal amplitudes q to the same number of
cross-section point displacements d (cross-section points are assumed
to coincide with cross-section natural nodes).

GBT generalized displacements 3D displacement

Continuous field δ[z] u[n, s, z]

Discrete parameters q d

Table 5.1: Nomenclature for continuous fields and discrete parameters
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Mode 1: qv
Axial extension

Mode 2: qv,qw
Weak axis Flex

Mode 3: qv,qw
Strong axis Flex

Mode 4: qv,qw
Torsion and warping

Mode 5: qv,qw
Distortion and warping

Mode 6: qv,qw
Distortion and warping

Mode 7: qv
Stiffener distortion

Mode 8: qv
Stiffener distortion

Mode 9: qv
Stiffener extension

Mode 13: qv
Stiffener extension

Mode 10: qv
Wall extension

Mode 11: qv
Wall extension

Mode 12: qv
Wall extension

18 q-parameters

Figure 5.1: C-shaped cross-section: GBT deformation modes in the modal
space
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Node 1: dX,dY,dZ

18 d-parameters

Node 2: dX,dY,dZ

Node 3: dX,dY,dZ

Node 4: dX,dY,dZ

Node 5: dX,dY,dZ

Node 6: dX,dY,dZ

Figure 5.2: C-shaped cross-section: GBT deformation of fig. 5.1 after the
change of kinematic parameters
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5.3 essential flowchart to obtain a geometrically non-
linear finite element

To underline the basic ingredients needed formulate a geometrically
nonlinear, ICM-based finite element, the main stages of the process
are reported. For a thorough review, the interested reader may refer
to the available literature [27, 28].

Three main steps might be identified in the implementation of non-
linear models starting from linear structural theories:

(a) definition of the corotational observer A CR ob-
server should be attached over the domain of the finite element.

(b) structural model in the corotational frame With
respect to the corotational observer, the structural model is deemed to
be valid. The strain energy is written with respect to the corotational
frame by making use of the constitutive equations of the linear theory.

(c) change of observer Strains are expressed as a function of
the corotational displacements by introducing a nonlinear transfor-
mation. The adoption of a second order local structural model, as of
equation 5.3 increases the accuracy and allows to recover a geometri-
cally exact theory.

In the following Sections, the steps (b) and (c) are illustrated in
detail.

5.4 elastic energy of the linear finite element

Let us recall the expression of the strain energy of the linear GBT finite
element in mixed format derived in Section 3.5:

Φ = βT
(∫

L
PTD Nδ dz

)
q︸ ︷︷ ︸

Φm

− 1
2

βT
(∫

L
PTC−1P dz

)
β︸ ︷︷ ︸

Φc

,

where subscripts (m) and (c) refers to the mixed term and to the
complementary one. The focus will now be shifted on Φm, as being
subjected to the transformation of the CR observers. When, as dis-
cussed in section 5.1, the cross-section is partitioned term into parts
Ai, the term Φm can be written as:

Φm = ∑
i

Φm
i ,

where Φm
i can be obtained by resorting to the integration of over the

relevant partition Aiof the cross-section:

Φm
i = βT(

∫
L

PT(C−1)TCiDNδ dz)q, (5.15)
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where:

Ci =
∫

Ai

(b(M) + b(B))T(C(M)b(M) + C(B)b(B)) dA.

Equation 5.15 can then be recasted in terms of d by making use of
the introduced reparametrization 5.14:

Φm
i = βT

( ∫
L

PT(C−1)TCiD Nδ dz
)

A−1d.

Summarizing, it is possible rearrange the strain energy of the linear
GBT finite element in eq. 3.19 by taking into account the contributions
of different cross-section partitions, and expressing it in terms of pa-
rameters d:

Φ = βT ∑
i

Gd
i d− 1

2
βTHβ, (5.16)

where

Gd
i =

∫
L

PTHTCiD Nδ dz A−1,

and H is the element flexibility matrix defined in Section 3.5.

5.5 corotational observers over the finite element

A corotational observer is a fictitious entity defined over some space
subdomain whose aim is to provide an advantageous observation of
the body which is attached to. In particular, it is dedicated to filter
out the rigid body motion of the observed physical entity, providing
geometrical transformations that relates the initial state of the body
in the base (i.e. undeformed) configuration and its corotated one.

To apply this principle to the GBT finite element, consider figure 5.3,
and focus the attention on the generic i-th panel ABCD. The reference
system of the i-th panel is centered in its geometric center, Oi.

As the panel moves in space following the trajectories of the points
A, B, C, D, a corotational system, that approximates the average rigid
body motion of the panel, can be defined according to the 3D dis-
placements of such points. Then, the corotational reference system is
just to be intended as a convenient observer for the motion of the
panel and of the finite element as a whole, as depicted in figure 5.4.

Let xA, xB, xC, xD be the positions of the points A, B, C, D in the
base configuration with respect to a fixed reference system x, y, z, and

d̆i =
[
d̆A d̆B d̆C d̆D

]
,

be the vector collecting their point displacements.The displacement
of the origin of the corotational frame Oi is written as:

d̆Oi =
1
4

(d̆A + d̆B + d̆C + d̆D),
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Oi

AB

C D

ni
si

zi

i-th panel

(e+1)-th fe node

cross-section

e-th fe node

cross-section

GBT
beam

axis

e-th finite element

z

y

x

Figure 5.3: Definition of the cross-section panel over the e-th finite element.

and the orientation of the corotational observer is chosen according
to the triad ĭs, ĭn, ĭz, which is built to be a right-handed orthogonal
one:

ĭz =
vz

‖vz‖
,

ĭn =
vn

‖vn‖
,

ĭs = ĭn × ĭz,

vz =
1
2

(xC + xD + d̆C + d̆D)− d̆Oi,

vs =
1
2

(xD + xA + d̆D + d̆A)− d̆Oi,

vn = ĭz × vs.

(5.17)

The full expression of the triad can be further simplified by taking
into account that L = ||xA + xD|| and Lp = ||xC + xD||. Each panel
defined over the finite element can be provided with such a reference
system defined by its panel coordinates and (arbitrary) displacements.
Panel coordinates can obtained by change of kinematic parameters of
GBT modes detailed in Section 5.2.

5.5.1 Change of observer

Once the i-th observer orientation has been defined, supported by the
i-th panel partitioning the cross-section, it is characterized in terms
of the rotation matrix Qi associated to the triad of eq. 5.17, and the
translation vector d̆Oi. It is now possible to write the relationship ex-
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Figure 5.4: corotational observer onto the deformed configuration.

pressing the kinematic parameters d of the beam with respect to the
privileged reference frame. Consider a point N of the cross-section
associated to one of the GBT finite element nodes and let xN repre-
sents its position in the fixed reference frame x, y, z. Moreover, and
denote with d̆N and dN its displacements in the fixed and CR refer-
ence frames respectively.

The following geometrical transformation relates the displacements
as observed by the fixed reference frame configuration and those ob-
served by the corotational frame:

dN = gi[d̆N] = QT
i [d̆i](d̆N + xN − d̆Oi)− xN . (5.18)

5.5.1.1 Strain energy in the corotational frame

The nonlinear strain energy, accounting for arbitrary displacements
of the the finite element d̆ with respect to the base configuration, is
easily written by considering its linear form onto the corotational sys-
tems. By taking into account the geometrical transformations of the
CR observers placed on the finite element and summing the contribu-
tions on the cross-section partitions, the strain energy turns to be:

Φ = βT ∑
i

Gd
i gi[d̆]− 1

2
βTHβ, (5.19)

where gi[d̆] has to be intended as the application of the transforma-
tion of eq. 5.18 to all d̆N .

It is worth underlining that, because of the non-local nature of the
displacement variables (as seen, e.g., in fig. 5.2), the single observer
has to look at the whole deformed element, applying the relevant
geometrical transformation to the whole set of parameters d̆.
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5.5.2 Transformation approximation and geometric stiffness matrix

In order to perform buckling analysis, the second variation of Φ must
be carried out. Let the operator Ω, obtained by the variations of the
strain energy of eq. 5.19 be written as:

Ω[β, d̆] =

[
−H L[d̆]

LT[d̆] M[β, d̆]

]
. (5.20)

The generic element a, b of the submatrices of Ω may be readily writ-
ten by performing partial derivatives with respect to the relevant com-
ponents of the vectors β, d̆,having nβ and nd̆ components respectively:

Hab = − ∂2Φ
∂βa∂βb

, a = 1, ..., nβ, b = 1, ..., nβ,

Mab =
∂2Φ

∂d̆a∂d̆b
, a = 1, ..., nd̆, b = 1, ..., nd̆,

Lab =
∂2Φ

∂βa∂d̆b
, a = 1, ..., nβ, b = 1, ..., nd̆.

For the purpose of linearized buckling analyses, the pre-buckling
displacements d are assumed to be null, hence L is constant and not
dependent on d̆, being exactly the one of the linear case in eq. 3.19,
L = G:

Ω[β, d̆] =

[
−H G

GT M[β, d̆]

]
.

With respect to the linear case, the only additional term is hence the
geometric stiffness matrix M, ruled by the expression of the transfor-
mations gi.

5.5.2.1 A remark on the expansion of the corotational transformation

When willing to perform a linearized buckling analysis, only quadratic
strain energy terms with respect to the displacements are usually in-
cluded when obtaining M. Hence, the corotational transformation of
eq. 5.18 are expanded in Taylor series. To make the operation feasible,
this task is performed by using a series expansion of order p of the
rotator Qi, denoted as Qi,p.

For sake of completeness, the Taylor series expansions of the rotator
Qi, with respect to the parameters d̆i will be provided in the next
Chapter, but notice that the first order one (p = 1) assumes a familiar
form:
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Qi,1 = I +
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2
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L 0

 .

(5.21)
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5.6 numerical tests

5.6.1 Rack-section beam

A simply supported rack-section beam subjected to uniform compres-
sion is considered (fig. 5.5). Warping and higher order modes are re-
strained at both ends, therefore rotations about the x-axis and y-axis
are allowed on the supports and torsion is prevented. The kinematic
of the GBT model includes the full set of fundamental cross-section de-
formation modes and two local flexural modes associated to the end
nodes 1 and 15. The finite element mesh is set to 20 one-dimensional
elements along the axis. The in-plane displacement field of cross-
section deformation modes is included in fig. 5.6. Linear buckling
analysis results are compared with those of a 3D shell model: buck-
ling multipliers are collected in table 5.2 and corresponding modal
shapes can be observed in figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. It is clear that the
results are in good agreement both qualitatively and quantitatively
and the relative error on buckling multiplier is less than 3% . Even
if the first buckling load could have been predicted almost correctly
without including section distortion, it is to be stressed that the first
four buckling loads fall in quite a narrow range: this cannot be noted
without accounting for cross-section distortion. Finally, in order to
provide a better physical insight into the behavior of the structure,
the cumulative contribution of GBT modes to the in-plane displace-
ments are reported in fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.5: Rack-section beam under compression: geometry boundary con-
ditions and loads
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Figure 5.6: rack-section beam: included in-plane GBT modes
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Buckling multiplier GBT 3D SHELL % Error

λ1 1.000 0.993 0.74

λ2 1.037 1.033 0.32

λ3 1.066 1.048 1.70

λ4 1.083 1.062 1.96

λ5 1.363 1.329 2.50

λ6 1.435 1.405 2.17

Table 5.2: Rack-section beam: first six buckling multipliers evaluated using
GBT. Comparison with results obtained using 3D shell finite ele-
ments.
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Figure 5.7: Rack-section beam, buckling modes 1− 2, deformed shapes and
cumulative contribution to y-displacement of natural node 1 (see
fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.8: Rack-section beam, buckling modes 3− 4, deformed shapes and
cumulative contribution to y-displacement of natural node 1 (see
fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.9: Rack-section beam, buckling modes 5− 6, deformed shapes and
cumulative contribution to y-displacement of natural node 1 (see
fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.10: Rack-section beam: cumulative GBT modal contribution to
buckling modes at z/L = 1/4
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5.6.2 Trapezoidal-section beam

This example deals with the analysis of a trapezoidal section panel
(fig. 5.11). Despite its common use as roofing panels, engineers are
starting to use this kind of structural element as beams due to the
low cost and ease of creating stiffer members by coupling them ([47]).
The beam model is set to ideally reproduce a supported condition,
with warping rotation about the major inertia axis and higher-order
modes restrained at both ends. The GBT model includes the full set
of fundamental cross-section deformation modes and two local flex-
ural associated to the end nodes 1 and 14. The finite element mesh
is set to 80 one-dimensional elements along the axis. The in-plane
displacements of all cross-section deformation modes are shown in
Fig. 10. As in the previous tests, a linear buckling analysis is car-
ried out and results are compared with those of a 3D shell model:
the buckling loads are collected in table 5.3 and the corresponding
modal shapes are given in figs. 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 respectively. It can
be seen that, also in this case, the results are in good agreement both
qualitatively and quantitatively: the GBT model makes the analysis of
unorthodox cross-section shapes possible even by one-dimensional
beam elements. Finally, the GBT modes contributions to the buckled
shapes are shown in fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.11: trapezoidal-section beam under compression: geometry bound-
ary conditions and loads

Buckling multiplier GBT 3D SHELL % Error

λ1 1.000 0.997 0.31

λ2 1.008 1.000 0.87

λ3 1.022 1.002 1.97

λ4 1.033 1.009 2.36

λ5 1.159 1.162 0.26

λ6 1.165 1.165 0.75

Table 5.3: Trapezoidal-section beam: first six buckling multipliers evaluated
using GBT. Comparison with results obtained using 3D shell finite
elements.
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Figure 5.12: trapezoidal-section beam: included in-plane GBT modes
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Figure 5.13: Trapezoidal-section beam, buckling modes 1 − 2, deformed
shapes and cumulative contribution to y-displacement of nat-
ural node 1 (see fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.14: Trapezoidal-section beam, buckling modes 3 − 4, deformed
shapes and cumulative contribution to y-displacement of nat-
ural node 1 (see fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.15: Trapezoidal-section beam, buckling modes 3 − 4, deformed
shapes and cumulative contribution to y-displacement of nat-
ural node 1 (see fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.16: Trapezoidal-section beam: cumulative GBT modal contribution
to buckling modes at z/L = 1/4
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5.7 conclusions

A geometrically nonlinear, GBT-based, finite element was presented.
The main strength of the approach is the full recovery of the underly-
ing linear theory by exploiting of the ICM features.

The nonlinear model accounts both for rigid body motions of the
cross-section and for the relative motion of cross-section walls in
the 3D space. Results of buckling analyses confirm the ability of the
model to account for cross-section distortion, even when dealing with
complex cross-section shapes. Results are accurate with respect to 3D
shell finite elements, both in terms of buckling shapes and multipli-
ers. The proposed element is able to cope with highly distortional
behaviors typical of open thin-walled beams.

Lastly it is worth to underline that the procedure is generally ap-
plicable as long as a change of kinematic parameters in the form 5.13

and the relevant inverse relationship 5.14 is available. This not only
uncovers the nature of GBT as a folded plate model, but also makes
the approach potentially extendable to any thin-walled beam theory.



6
T H E C O R O TAT I O N A L - B A S E D G B T:
G E O M E T R I C A L LY N O N L I N E A R A N A LY S E S

"Computational mathematics
is mainly based on two ideas:
Taylor series and linear
algebra."

— Lloyd N. Trefethen

This Chapter extends the approach adopted in the previous one
to treat fully geometrically nonlinear problems, providing a path-
following solution to GBT beams in large displacements and rotations.
The solution is performed by adopting an arc-length scheme. The
numerical results show the effectiveness of the approach, providing
directions for further researches.

67
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6.1 path-following analysis

Writing the strain energy in the corotational frame, as in eq. 5.19,
allows to obtain the geometrically nonlinear model by using the geo-
metrical transformation gi associated to the i-th panel. This Chapter
includes some basic tools needed to implement the path-following
analysis for the ICM-based, GBT finite element presented in Chapter
5, specifying with greater detail the strain energy variations and the
relevant approximations.

6.1.1 Rotator approximation

The approximation of the rotators is of primary importance for the
development of a geometrically nonlinear, corotational-based models.
Finite 3D rotations can be described in matrix notation by a 3 × 3
orthogonal matrix Qi. As a matter of fact, the objective is to locally
describe the rotation matrix Qi in terms of suitable variables to per-
form strain energy variations by usual directional derivatives. One
possible way, as reported for instance in a similar context in [27], is to
parametrize the rotator as a function of the rotation vector ϕi and its
magnitude ϕi:

ϕi = [ϕi1, ϕi2, ϕi3]T , ϕi = ||ϕi||.

By using Rodrigues’ formula [60] the rotation matrix Qi can be
expressed as:

Qi[ϕi] = I +
sin ϕi

ϕi
W i[ϕi] +

(1− cos ϕi)
ϕ2

i
W2[ϕi], (6.1)

where W i is the spin matrix:

W i = spin[ϕi] =

 0 −ϕi3 ϕi2

ϕi3 0 −ϕi1

−ϕi2 ϕi1 0

 .

This representation is singularity free and includes just the minimal
set of parameters, being bijective for 0 ≤ ϕi < 2π. Variations of Qi
may then be expressed by variations of W i, but this can be not an
easy task.

Alternatively, a non-minimal parametrization for Qi may be pro-
vided, i.e. to by exploiting the 12 panel displacements d̆i to define
the rotation matrix, as showed in eq. 5.17. The resulting expression,
still highly nonlinear, can be the expressed by its p-th order Taylor
expansion Qi,p as follows:

Qi,p[d̆] = I + V i,2 + V i,2 + ... + V i,p (6.2)
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where I is the identity matrix, the expansion of V i,1 is given in the
previous Chapter and that of V2 in Appendix D.

6.1.2 Energy variations

First energy variation defines the equilibrium and compatibility equa-
tions of the geometrically nonlinear model, while the second one
leads to the definition of the tangent operator needed for the itera-
tive solution. Let the configuration parameters of a single GBT finite
element be collected in the vector ηT

r = [βr, d̆r], where the subscript r
indicates the variation of the parameters.

The strain energy Φ of the finite element, as expressed in the coro-
tational frame, is recalled here for convenience from eq. 5.19:

Φ = ∑
i

Φm
i + Φc,

Φm
i = βTGd

i gi[d̆],

Φc = −1
2

βTHβ.

Denoting with (n) the n-th Frèchet derivative, the variations of the
strain energy become:

• 1st variation:

Φc(1) = −βT
1 Hβ,

Φm(1)
i = βT

1 Gd
i gi[d̆] + βTGd

i g(1)
i [d̆]d̆1 (6.3)

• 2nd variation:

Φc(2) = −βT
1 Hβ2,

Φm(2)
i = βT

1 Gd
i g(2)

i [d̆]d̆2 + βT
2 Gd

i g(1)
i [d̆]d̆1 + βTGd

i g(2)
i [d̆]d̆1d̆2.

approximation for the first variation Whenever perform-
ing the first energy variation in eq. 6.3, the function gi[d̆] is suitable
to be directly evaluated, while its Frèchet derivatives may be approx-
imated. In such case, the approximation of the rotator Qi , eq. 6.2, is
directly involved, with an approximation error related to the expan-
sion order adopted. To limit the problem, the rotation of the CR frame
is expressed as the product of a reference system Qi,re f , evaluated in
the equilibrium configuration, times the approximate rotator Qi,inc[d̆],
which takes into account the additional rotations within the step:

Qi = Qi,inc[d̆]Qi,re f ,

for a deeper discussion of the problem with respect to the local struc-
tural model adopted, the interested reader may refer to the available
literature [27].
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recovery of the linear model The proposed scheme clearly
recovers the linear model whenever one takes Qi = I, by reducing the
corotational transformations to the identity d = d̆ and thus the same
exact variations of the linear model.

6.1.3 Iterative solution scheme

The equilibrium path is provided by the solution of the nonlinear
equations, coming from the first variation of the strain energy. Path-
following techniques aim at reconstructing the equilibrium path by
using “small” incremental steps, relying on the local regularity of the
solution.

In this context, Newton schemes make use of the load multiplier
λ as continuation parameter, while arc-length schemes, as originally
proposed by Riks in [59], parametrizes the nonlinear equations with
respect the configuration variables η and the load multiplier λ, aiming
at determining a sequence of equilibrium configurations {ηk, λk}.

Path-following algorithms starts from equilibrium configurations
{vk, λk}, perform a guess about the next equilibrium configuration
{vguess, λguess} and correct the guess to minimize the residual in the
nonlinear equation, to terminate when the desired tolerance for the
residual is achieved, reaching the next equilibrium configuration {ηk+1, λk+1}.

Let λk p be the external applied load vector, an equilibrium config-
uration k satisfies exactly the relationship:

f [ηk]− λk p = 0,

being f [η] = Φ(1). On the contrary, the guess will exhibit a residual,
namely:

rguess = f [ηguess]− λguess p

The Riks method adopts ξ as control parameter, being defined by
an additional relationship :

t[η, λ]− ξk+1 = 0,

where t is a restraint surface that has to intersect the equilibrium path.
Many choice may in principle be made for the restraint surface, one
of the simplest one being the hyperplane:

nT
η (η− ηguess) + nλ(λ− λguess) = 0,

nT
η = M(ηguess − ηk), nλ = µ(λguess − λk),

with M, µ suitable metric factors defining an inner product for {η, λ},
a simple choice, used in the following, could be M = I, µ = 1. The
solution is found by iterative corrections {∆ηk,i, ∆λk,i}:
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[
Ω[ηk] p

nT
v nλ

] [
∆ηk,i

∆λk,i

]
=

[
rk,i

0

]
, (6.4)

so that

ηk+1 = ηk + ∑
i

∆ηk,i,

λk+1 = λk + ∑
i

∆λk,i.

Path-following techniques require high-accuracy in the definition
of the first energy variation, which actually defines the equilibrium
path. Similar accuracy is not requested for the second variation of the
energy which is used to define the linear system 6.4 as obtained in
the last equilibrium configuration.
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6.2 numerical examples

A set of numerical examples is presented to show the performances
of the proposed approach. Two open-section were tested, for which
the proposed change of kinematic parameters introduced in section
5.2 applies. Fundamental flexural modes, local lip modes and wall-
extension ones are used.

As anticipated in subsection 5.1.2, on the corotational frame the
GBT model is considered to be linear. If, on one hand, this may limit
the accuracy of results, on the other hand shows how the proposed
approach can properly deal with some interesting problems with no
other refinements. Results are also quantitatively compared to fully
geometrically nonlinear analyses performed in the commercial soft-
ware ADINA by employing the well known MITC4 finite element [6],
with a very fine structured mesh.

For the all the presented numerical tests, the material is assumed
to be steel, characterized by elastic modulus E = 210000 MPa and
Poisson coefficient ν = 0.3.

In the quantitative displacements plot, the displacement field as
obtained by the nonlinear GBT model has been evaluated by using:

• linear strains only onto the corotational system

• a second-order approximation for the variation of the corota-
tional relationship gi that generates the nonlinear strains, eq.
5.18.

6.2.1 Stocky rack-section beam subjected to distortional load

Consider the short cantilever beam presented in figure 6.1. The struc-
ture presents an highly-stiffened rack-like cross-section (the same as
in section 5.6.1). The beam is 600 mm long, with a distortional load ap-
plied at the free end. The objective of the test is to demonstrate how
it is possible to deal with purely cross-section distortion phenomena
in highly stiffened members. Cross-section deformation modes are
45 overall: the same of test of section 5.6.1 with the addition of wall-
extension modes.

A mesh of 20 GBT finite elements is taken into consideration. Three-
dimensional deformed shapes for increasing load multiplier are re-
ported in figure 6.2, showing synthetically the structural behavior:
the end cross-section flanges rotate symmetrically about the web-to-
flange junctions leading to a dramatic change in shape of the initial
structural configuration, while along the axis the same qualitative
behavior occurs with a rapidly decreasing amplitude, as usual for
distortional modes. Figures 6.3,6.4 show in detail the displacements
of the free cross-section, as compared to the reference solution: y-
displacements of the node 3 as well as all the components of displace-
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ments of node 6 clearly highlight the nonlinear behavior. A good
overall agreement with the reference solution can be noticed for node
3, while node 6 equilibrium curves show that some quantitatively mi-
nor phenomena cannot be addressed. Figures 6.56.6 show that the
displacement amplitude decreases really fast far from the load appli-
cation point. Finally, figure 6.7 shows the end cross-section deformed
shapes until to incipient closure.
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Figure 6.1: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: geometry
and load detail
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.48 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.55

(c) load multiplier λ = 3.5 (d) load multiplier λ = 4.61

(e) load multiplier λ = 5.91 (f) load multiplier λ = 7.45

Figure 6.2: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: deformed
shapes
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Figure 6.3: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 3 at z/L = 1
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Figure 6.4: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 6 at z/L = 1
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Figure 6.5: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 3 at z/L = 1/2
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Figure 6.6: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 6 at z/L = 1/2
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.48 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.55

(c) load multiplier λ = 3.5 (d) load multiplier λ = 4.61

(e) load multiplier λ = 5.91 (f) load multiplier λ = 7.45

Figure 6.7: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: cross-
section at z/L = 1
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6.2.2 Rack-section beam subjected to shear force

In this test, a cantilever beam with a rack-section shape is analyzed,
as in fig. 6.8. The test is designed in order to assess the ability of
the model of capturing interaction between global beam deformation
and distortional cross-section deformation. The beam is 2000mm long
and the cross-section 2.3mm thick, with the same geometry of the
previous test cross-section. The finite element mesh is made of 20
GBT finite elements. The same cross-section deformation modes of
the previous test are assumed.

The load is applied at the free end and consists in two symmetri-
cal forces, whose resultant is a shear load parallel to the cross-section
weak axis. The external load, when acting on the linearized kinemat-
ics, would activate a global and a distortional mode.

The example shows that distortional behavior is not only amplified
by geometrical nonlinearity and that, differently from the linear case,
a highly distortional behavior is triggered close to the fixed end. The
deformed shapes in fig. 6.9 show the loading sequence of the struc-
ture and relevant interactive phenomena. Figures 6.10 to 6.13 show
the displacements of node 3 and 6 of the cross-sections at z/L = 1
and z/L = 1/4. The inspection of the x-displacement component of
nodes 3 and 6 at the free end highlights a global loss of stiffness of
the beam at λ ≈ 7. Contemporarily, at z/L = 1/4, (figs. 6.12,6.13)
node 3 suddenly snaps in towards the cross-section center. This oc-
curs symmetrically and hence strongly reduces the stiffness of the
cross-section. As it can be noticed, the agreement with respect to the
reference solution is good. Finally, the deformed shapes of the cross-
sections at z/L = 1 and z/L = 1/4 are reported in figs. 6.15,6.14.
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Figure 6.8: Rack-section beam subjected shear forces: geometry and load de-
tail
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.4 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.67

(c) load multiplier λ = 4.01 (d) load multiplier λ = 5.79

(e) load multiplier λ = 6.86 (f) load multiplier λ = 7.49

(g) load multiplier λ = 7.8 (h) load multiplier λ = 8

Figure 6.9: Rack-section beam subjected to shear forces: deformed shapes
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Figure 6.10: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 3 at z/L = 1
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Figure 6.11: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 6 at z/L = 1
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Figure 6.12: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 3 at z/L = 1/4
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Figure 6.13: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 6 at z/L = 1/4
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.4 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.67

(c) load multiplier λ = 4.01 (d) load multiplier λ = 5.79

(e) load multiplier λ = 6.86 (f) load multiplier λ = 7.49

(g) load multiplier λ = 7.8 (h) load multiplier λ = 8

Figure 6.14: Rack-section beam subjected to shear forces: cross-section at
z/L = 1/4
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.4 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.67

(c) load multiplier λ = 4.01 (d) load multiplier λ = 5.79

(e) load multiplier λ = 6.86 (f) load multiplier λ = 7.49

(g) load multiplier λ = 7.8 (h) load multiplier λ = 8

Figure 6.15: Rack-section beam subjected to shear forces: cross-section at
z/L = 1
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6.2.3 Z-section beam subjected to distortion

A long Z-section cantilever beam, subjected to a point load at the
free cross-section is studied, see fig. 6.16. The beam is 5000mm long,
and the load is applied on the mid of the lower flange, to mimic
the application of the load passing through a screw and triggering
both torsion and cross-section distortion. A mesh made of 50 finite
elements is used.

The deformed shape of the beam is shown in fig. 6.16, presenting
both distortional and global phenomena. Figures 6.18to 6.21 show
the displacement components of node 2 and 3 of the cross-section at
z/L = 1 and z/L = 1/2, while the displacement components of node 5

close to the fixed end (at z = 312mm) are shown in fig. 6.22. Moreover,
the deformed cross-sections at z/L = 1 and z/L = 312mm are shown
in figs. 6.23 and 6.24. As it can be noted, the sudden appearance of
cross-section distortion close to the fixed end (see figs. 6.22 and 6.24)
softens the global behavior of the structure, as it can be seen from the
y-displacement of node 3 in fig. 6.19. In general, the equilibrium paths
are reproduced with good accuracy, especially before the occurrence
of the aforementioned distortional phenomenon.

L

Cross-section geometry

L = 5000 [mm]

Cross-section load
at z=L

F = 100 [N]

G

y

F
x

45

G

y

2.3

90

3

10
24
0

x

Figure 6.16: Z-section beam subjected cross-section distortion: geometry
and load detail
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.27 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.12

(c) load multiplier λ = 3.09 (d) load multiplier λ = 3.63

(e) load multiplier λ = 3.82 (f) load multiplier λ = 3.94

Figure 6.17: Z-section beam subjected to distortion: deformed shapes in the
3D space
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Figure 6.18: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 2 at z/L = 1
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Figure 6.19: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 3 at z/L = 1
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Figure 6.20: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 2 at z/L = 1/2
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Figure 6.21: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 3 at z/L = 1/2
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Figure 6.22: Stocky rack-section beam subjected distortional load: equilib-
rium path for node 5 at z = 312mm
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.27 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.12

(c) load multiplier λ = 3.09 (d) load multiplier λ = 3.63

(e) load multiplier λ = 3.82 (f) load multiplier λ = 3.94

Figure 6.23: Z-section beam subjected to distortion: cross-section at z/L = 1
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(a) load multiplier λ = 0.27 (b) load multiplier λ = 2.12

(c) load multiplier λ = 3.09 (d) load multiplier λ = 3.63

(e) load multiplier λ = 3.82 (f) load multiplier λ = 3.94

Figure 6.24: Z-section beam subjected to distortion: cross-section at z =
312.5 [mm]





7
C O N C L U S I O N S

“For such a model there is no
need to ask the question "Is
the model true?". If "truth" is
to be the "whole truth" the
answer must be "No". The
only question of interest is "Is
the model illuminating and
useful?."

— George Box

Thin-walled structural members exhibit a complex behavior, being
affected both by material and geometrical nonlinearities. Modeling
thin-walled members as inherently three-dimensional structures, as
the nature of the involved phenomena would suggest, leads to rich
and generalizable results. However, this might induce to abandon
some physical intuition and the capability of conducting global anal-
ysis of structures.

An alternative approach can be found by resorting to higher or-
der beam theories based on a one-dimensional representation. In this
context, some phenomena affecting thin-walled beams, as section dis-
tortion, may be effectively described by the Generalized Beam The-
ory (GBT).

Starting from the observation that exists a gap among the analy-
sis and the design of thin-walled beams, the aim of the thesis is to
provide a contribution in the geometrically analysis of these by the
using GBT. After an exemplification on how the GBT theory can be in-
tegrated in the design process of roofing systems, thanks to its direct
relationship with classical beam theories, the main topic addressed is
the formulation of a geometrically nonlinear GBT finite element able
to deal with global phenomena and cross-section distortion.

Corotational methods are good candidates for this purpose, allow-
ing to reuse existing linear theories. In particular, the Implicit Coro-
tational Method (ICM) is a powerful tool to obtain the geometrically
nonlinear model from the corresponding linear one, relying on a the
description of the problem in terms of Biot stresses and strains. How-
ever, the application of the corotational description to higher order
beam models is particularly challenging. A solution was found by
placing more than one Corotational (CR) observer on partitions of
the cross-section, uncovering the original interpretation of the theory
of the GBT as in its “folded plate” nature, allowing to formulate a
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geometrically nonlinear, CR-based, GBT. Once obtained, the GBT non-
linear model was implemented using a state-of-the-art mixed-stress
finite element.

Several numerical results were presented, involving both buckling
and path-following analyses. The linearized buckling analyses showed
how the CR description it is sufficient to obtain accurate buckling
loads and deformed shapes when compared to a three-dimensional
shell model, even for the complex cross-sectional shapes that can be
found in real applications. Path-following analyses highlighted how
the geometrical nonlinearity associated to highly distortional behav-
iors can be effectively addressed by the proposed ICM-based GBT.



R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R F U T U R E W O R K

“Begin at the beginning," the
King said gravely, “and go on
till you come to the end: then
stop."

— Lewis Carroll, Alice in
Wonderland

Many recommendations may be devised for future work on the on
the nonlinear GBT element and on the presented approach.

The nonlinear GBT implementation is suitable for further refine-
ments in the treatment of 3D rotations, which may take advantage of
a more efficient parametrization. Moreover, the introduction of local
flexural GBT modes would probably further refine the results, bring-
ing the opportunity to carry out a fair comparison with respect to
3D shell models. As far as the aspect of the technical applications,
the implementation of more general cross-section shapes is certainly
desirable. However, to fully exploit a nonlinear GBT finite element
in practical applications, a very interesting feature would be the ca-
pability of handling general connections both with external elements
(fasteners -point-wise compatibilities-, roofings -distributed springs-)
and with other beams in the 3D space. Overcoming these practical
limitations would make the model suitable for many problems engi-
neering problems.

More in general, the theoretical and numerical development of the
proposed approach has shown how to introduce multiple CR frames
per GBT finite element, based on a full reparametrization of the GBT
degrees of freedom. A further theoretically attractive development
resides in developing a GBT nonlinear finite element based on a par-
tial reparametrization, with the advantage of devising mechanically
clearer corotational transformations for the classical beam general-
ized displacements.

Finally, the approach to the geometrically nonlinear GBT was firstly
motivated by the ability to analyze cross-section deformable GBT
beams, however, its application to other high-order beam theories
would be of great interest.
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A
D E TA I L S O F T H E L I N E A R G B T

a.1 submatrices of the cross-section stiffness matrix

The submatrices of the cross-section included in eq. 3.14 are:

CS =
∫

A
n2C

(B)
11 ∂ssψ

T∂ssψ dA +
∫

A
C

(M)
11 ∂sµ

T∂sµ dA+ (A.1)

−
∫

A
n
(

C
(M)
11 ∂ssψ

T∂sµ + C
(B)
11 ∂sµ

T∂ssψ
)

dA,

CSM =
∫

A
n2C

(B)
12 ∂ssψ

Tψ dA−
∫

A
nC

(B)
12 ∂sµ

Tψ dA, (A.2)

CM =
∫

A
n2C

(B)
22 ψTψ dA +

∫
A

C
(M)
22 ϕTϕ dA+ (A.3)

−
∫

A
n
(

C
(B)
22 ϕTψ + C

(M)
22 ψTϕ

)
dA,

CT =
∫

A
4n2C

(B)
33 ∂sψ

T∂sψ dA+ (A.4)

+
∫

A
(C(M)

33 µTµ + C
(M)
33 ∂sϕ

Tµ+

+ C
(M)
33 µT∂sϕ + C

(M)
33 ∂sϕ

T∂sϕ) dA+

−
∫

A
2n(C(B)

33 µT∂sψ + C
(B)
33 ∂sϕ

T∂sψ+

+ C
(M)
33 ∂sψ

Tµ + C
(M)
33 ∂sψ

T∂sϕ) dA,

CTV =
∫

A

1
2

(C(M)
33 ∂sϕ

Tµ−C
(M)
33 ∂sϕ

T∂sϕ+ (A.5)

+ C
(M)
33 µTµ−C

(M)
33 µT∂sϕ) dA+

+
∫

A
n
(

C
(M)
33 ∂sψ

T∂sϕ)−C
(M)
33 ∂sψ

Tµ
)

dA,

CV =
∫

A

1
4

(C(M)
33 µTµ−C

(M)
33 µT∂sϕ+ (A.6)

−C
(M)
33 ∂sϕ

Tµ + C
(M)
33 ∂sϕ

T∂sϕ) dA+

+
∫

A
C

(M)
44 ψTψ dA.
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a.2 general form for the cross-section stiffness ma-
trix

In the most general case, whenever the cross-sectionm deformation
modes are used, (ψ1, ϕ1, µ1)...(ψm, ϕm, µm), the cross-section stiffness
matrix can be defined by the expression 3.13. It is nonetheless instruc-
tive looking at the expression of the cross-section stiffness matrix in
the hypothetical case when only two deformation modes (ψi, ϕi, µi), (ψj, ϕj, µj)
discretize a cross-section made only by 1 wall with thickness t and
length lw. This simplification avoid introducing some summations
and lightens the text, without any loss of generality.

Let the cross-section stiffness matrix be formed by the submatrices
of equation 3.14, which are rewritten explicitly hereinafter for the
membrane:

CS =

[
cii

S cij
S

cji
S cjj

S

]
, CM =

[
cii

M cij
M

cji
M cjj

M

]
, CSM =

[
cii

SM cij
SM

cji
SM cjj

SM

]
, (A.7)

and bending part,

CT =

[
cii

T cij
T

cji
T cjj

T

]
, CV =

[
cii

V cij
V

cji
V cjj

V

]
, CTV =

[
cii

TV cij
TV

cji
TV cjj

TV

]
, (A.8)

where:

cij
S =

1
12

∫ lw

0
Et
(
∂ssψi∂ssψjt2 + 12 (∂sµi) ∂sµj

)
ds

cij
SM =

1
12

υ Et3
∫ lw

0
(∂ssψi)ψj ds

cij
M =

1
12

∫ lw

0
Et
(
t2ψiψj + 12 ϕi ϕj

)
ds

cij
T =

1
3

∫ lw

0
3 tG

((
∂s ϕj + µj

)
∂s ϕi +

1
3
(∂sψi)

(
∂sψj

)
t2 + µi∂s ϕj + µiµj

)
ds

cij
TV =

1
2

Gt
∫ lw

0
(∂s ϕi + µi)

(
µj − ∂s ϕj

)
ds

cij
V =

1
4

∫ lw

0
t
((

∂s ϕj − µj
)

∂s ϕi − µi∂s ϕj + µiµj + 4 ψiψj
)

G ds.

(A.9)

Consider that the generic term cjj
∗ can be obtained by the corre-

sponding cji
∗ simply by a proper substitution of the indexes in the

relevant integral. The provided expressions exemplify the high cou-
pling across GBT modes in the natural base. The pictorial view a cross-
section stiffness matrix in the natural and modal space is provided in
figure for a C-shaped cross-section3.2. Moreover, notice that the ex-
pressions in this paragraph are valid for generic form of the modes
ξ , θ, ψ.
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a.3 modal decomposition

It has been discussed that the submatrices of C are in full, in the
most general case. This fact determines high coupling among differ-
ent generalized stresses and deformations, rendering the final govern-
ing equations difficult to be solved and to interpret.

The mechanical meaning of the equation coefficients cannot be re-
ferred to standard quantities, since the arbitrary kinematic hypothesis
do not reflect any standard beam kinematic field.

The fundamental process in the GBT theory is the modal decompo-
sition: the objective is to express the governing equations in a more
appropriate base through a generalized eigenvalue problem that di-
agonalizes the cross-section stiffness matrix allowing not only for a
partial uncoupling of the equations. The generalized displacements
in the diagonalized base will turn to be the one of a standard beam
theory. Let ˆδ[z]be the generalized displacements as expressed in the
modal space, and δ̂[z] the ones in the natural one, then the matrix
Λallows for the base change:

δ[z] = Λ ˆδ[z].

The matrix Λ is defined so that the modal space is meaningful. For
fundamental flexural modes, the following generalized eigenvalue
problem provides the change of basis:

(CS − λiCM)Λi = 0,

where Λi are the columns of Λ. It is worth to notice that, whichever
the shape of the cross-section, fundamental modes will be associated
to 4 null eigenvalues, physically representing a generic combination
of the cross-section rigid body motion: out of plane translation, ro-
tations about principal inertial axes, torsional rotation. Correspond-
ingly, the matrix Λ can be split into two parts, where ΛR identifies
the part associated to null eigenvalues:

Λ = [ΛR ΛF].

The identification of ΛR can be carried out automatically according
to standard procedures, as showed in [50].

Moreover, it is interesting to notice that the terms on the diagonal
of the cross-section stiffness matrices expressed in the modal space
are:

{CS}ii = Ē(
∫

A
n2∂ssψidA), {CM}ii = E(

∫
A

ω2
i dA).

To provide a pictorial view of fundamental GBT modes in the modal
space, reference can made to figure 3.3 showing the mode in a 3D
view for a C-shaped cross-section.
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a.4 self-equilibrated interpolations for generalized stresses

One of the advantages of finite elements based on mixed stress inter-
polations is the possibility of providing an appropriate discrete space
for the stress field which, satisfying the equilibrium equation point-
wise optimizes performance and the number of degrees of freedom
needed for the solution.

The homogeneous equilibrium equations in term of generalized
stresses can be written by expanding equation 3.10:

S− 1
2

∂zT − ∂zV = 0,

∂z M +
1
2

T − V = 0. (A.10)

When dealing with GBT formulations, care must be taken to cor-
rectly locate the a-priori null generalized stresses for each class of
modes. For sake of clarity, without loss of generality, refer to Fig. 3.3
for a C-shaped cross-section.

It is to be noticed in particular that, after the diagonalization of GBT
modes, being sn the vector of generalized stresses associated to the
n-th GBT deformation mode:

sT
i =

[
Si Mi Ti Vi

]
,

a few basic elastokinematic observations can be performed for funda-
mental flexural modes for the stress resultants:

• the components S1, S2, S3, S4 are null

• T1, T2, T3 are null

• V1 is null

hence self-equilibrated, complete interpolation up to the third order
polynomial for the first 4 modes can be synthetically written in matrix
form as:
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M1

M2

M3

M4

T4

V2

V3

V4



=



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 −z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 −z 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 z/2 −z −z2 −2/3 z3

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −2 z −2 z2 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 z z2



β f ,

(A.11)
where β f is the vector collecting the 8 interpolation parameters for
the 4 fundamental GBT modes.

On the contrary, higher order modes as wall extension, local and
distortional ones exhibit non-null generalized stresses, consequently
the relevant interpolation is, for the given local or distortional or ex-
tension mode i:

Si

Mi

Ti

Vi


=



6 z 2 0 0 6 z2 4 z 2 0

z3 z2 z 1 0 0 0 0

6 z2 4 z 2 0 2 z3 2 z2 2 z 2

0 0 0 0 z3 z2 z 1


βi (A.12)

and the equilibrium may be readily checked by plugging the terms
into equation A.10.





B
S E L E C T E D E X A M P L E S F O R G A A N D TA
A P P R O A C H E S

To better illustrate the analysis results of the comparison among GA
and TA approaches, some boards are presented in subsequent pages
for selected examples subjected to the most critical load combination
alt ULS, which is the one that generates the maximum fibre stress 4.1.
Boards are chosen to be representative of the investigated population
of examples, encompassing different boundary and load conditions
and showing the detail on how the hypotheses described in 4.1 are
reflected onto the stress check. The boards are made of:

• a structural scheme on top, that shows the acting load direction
and intensity (the lengths of the bays is reported at scale).

• A left hand side, named “FE ANALYSIS”, that includes the di-
agram of v, w, θ, the generalized displacements associated to
the centroid of the Z-section (see Fig. B.1) and the moment
diagrams Mv, Mw, Mω. For this section quantitative differences
have essentially to be attributed to the different underlying nu-
merical model,

• A right hand side, named “Stress Check”, that shows the axial
fibre stress σzz over the cross section when adopting the hy-
potheses of the GA and TA approaches to the verification. The
place where the maximum occurs is reported on the graph by
a marker and distribution of stresses showed onto the cross sec-
tion.

Figure B.1: Sketch of Z-sections analyzed and relevant elastic restraints: on
the left hand side shear restraint and lateral one, on the right
hand side shear and rotational restraints.
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Moreover, since the for the SLS the verification process does not
involve stress calculation and only pertains the beam models used,
no board has been reported for SLS load cases.



EXAMPLE ID: 3

II order analysis
Cross-section h: 200 [mm]
Elastic restraints:

SHEAR : N
LATERAL : Y
ROTATIONAL : N

Load Combination: ULS2

GBT
Vlasov

LEGEND:

Stress distribution over the cross-section
(GA approach)

F.E. ANALYSIS STRESS CHECK



EXAMPLE ID: 7

II order analysis
Cross-section h: 200 [mm]
Elastic restraints:

SHEAR : Y
LATERAL : N
ROTATIONAL : Y

Load Combination: ULS5

GBT
Vlasov

LEGEND:

Stress distribution over the cross-section
(GA approach)

F.E. ANALYSIS STRESS CHECK



EXAMPLE ID: 20

II order analysis
Cross-section h: 200 [mm]
Elastic restraints:

SHEAR : Y
LATERAL : N
ROTATIONAL : Y

Load Combination: ULS5

GBT
Vlasov

LEGEND:

Stress distribution over the cross-section
(GA approach)

F.E. ANALYSIS STRESS CHECK



EXAMPLE ID: 28

II order analysis
Cross-section h: 200 [mm]
Elastic restraints:

SHEAR : Y
LATERAL : N
ROTATIONAL : Y

Load Combination: ULS1

GBT
Vlasov

LEGEND:

Stress distribution over the cross-section
(GA approach)

F.E. ANALYSIS STRESS CHECK



EXAMPLE ID: 85

II order analysis
Cross-section h: 200 [mm]
Elastic restraints:

SHEAR : Y
LATERAL : N
ROTATIONAL : Y

Load Combination: ULS2

GBT
Vlasov

LEGEND:

Stress distribution over the cross-section
(GA approach)

F.E. ANALYSIS STRESS CHECK



EXAMPLE ID: 88

II order analysis
Cross-section h: 200 [mm]
Elastic restraints:

SHEAR : Y
LATERAL : N
ROTATIONAL : Y

Load Combination: ULS1

GBT
Vlasov

LEGEND:

Stress distribution over the cross-section
(GA approach)

F.E. ANALYSIS STRESS CHECK



C
S E C O N D O R D E R S T R A I N S I N T E R M S O F G B T
M O D E S

This Appendix includes the expressions for the Biot strains in terms
of generalized GBT parameters δT =

[
vT wT

]
. Considering the non-

null components of the three-dimensional linear stresses σ l , only
the corresponding Biot strain components, i.e. those relevant for the
mixed strain energy evaluation, are considered: ρl = [$l,ss, $l,zz, $l,sz, $l,nz]T.
Following the same scheme of linear strains, these strains components
are written by separating the membrane and bending contributions
as follows:

$l,ss[n, s, z] = $(M)
l,ss [s, z] + $(B)

l,ss[n, s, z],

$l,zz[n, s, z] = $(M)
zz [s, z] + $(B)

l,zz[n, s, z],

$l,zs[n, s, z] = $(M)
l,zs [s, z] + $(B)

l,zs[n, s, z],

$l,zn[s, z] = $(M)
l,zn[s, z],

where

$(M)
l,ss =

1
2

vT∂sψ
T∂sψv +

3
8

wT∂sϕ
T∂sϕw− 1

4
wT∂sϕ

Tµ∂zv− 1
8

∂zvTµTµ∂zv,

$(M)
l,zz =

3
8

∂zvTµTµ∂zv− 1
4

wT∂sϕ
Tµ∂zv− 1

8
wT∂sϕ

T∂sϕw +
3
8

∂zvTψTψ∂zv

+
1
4

wTψTψ∂zv− 1
8

wTψTψw,

$(M)
l,zs =

1
2

vT∂sµ
Tµ∂zv− 1

2
vT∂sµ

T∂sϕw + vT∂sψ
Tψ∂zv− 1

2
∂zvTµTϕ∂zw

+
1
2

wT∂sϕ
Tϕ∂zw,

$(M)
l,zn =− vT∂sψ

Tµ∂zv− 1
2

∂zwTϕTψ∂zv− 1
2

∂zwTϕTψw,

and
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$(B)
l,ss =

3
8

n2wT∂sψ
T∂sψw− 3

4
nwT∂sψ

T∂sϕw− 1
4

n2wT∂sψ
T∂sψ∂zv

+
1
4

nwTψTµ∂zv +
1
4

nwT∂sϕ
T∂sψ∂zv− 1

8
n2∂zvT∂sψ

T∂sψ∂zv

+
1
4

n∂zvT∂sψ
Tµ∂zv,

$(B)
l,zz =

1
4

n∂zvT∂zψT∂sϕw +
1
4

nwT∂sψ
T∂sϕw− 3

4
n∂zvT∂sψ

Tµ∂zv

+
1
4

nwT∂sψ
Tµ∂zv +

3
8

n2∂zvT∂sψ
T∂sψ∂zv− 1

4
n2wT∂sψ

T∂sψ∂zv

− 1
8

n2wT∂sψ
T∂sψw,

$(B)
l,zs =

1
2

n2vT∂ssψ
T∂sψ∂zv− 1

2
nvT∂sµ

T∂sψ∂zv− 1
2

nvT∂ssψ
Tµ∂zv

+
1
2

n2vT∂ssψ
T∂sψw +

1
2

nvT∂sµ
T∂sψw +

1
4

nvT∂ssψ
T∂sϕw

− 1
2

n2∂zvT∂sψ
Tψ∂zw +

1
2

n∂zvT∂sψ
Tϕ∂zw +

1
2

n∂zvTµTψ∂zw

+
1
2

n2wT∂sψ
Tψ∂zw− 1

2
nwT∂sψ

Tϕ∂zw− 1
2

nwT∂sϕ
Tψ∂zw

− 1
4

n2wT∂sψ
T∂ssψv,

$(B)
l,zn =n∂zvT∂sψ

T∂sψv +
1
2

n∂zwTψTψ∂zv +
1
2

n∂zwTψTψw.

The above expressions can be computed to obtain the nonlinear term
in the strain energy in eq. 5.6.



D
R O TAT O R A P P R O X I M AT I O N

The Taylor series expansion in eq. 6.2 is essential to obtain the first en-
ergy variation of the corotational transformations gi which depends
on Qi. The term V (1)

i,1 was reported at the end oChapter 5. Higher or-
der terms becomes increasingly complex, for sake of completeness it
the term V (1)

i,2 is here reported. Let

V (2)
i =

V11
i V12

i V13
i

V21
i V22

i V23
i

V31
i V32

i V33
i

 ,

its components are:

V11
i = − 1

8Lp
2L2

[
Lp

2d̆2
Ax + 2 Lp

2d̆Ax d̆Bx − 2 Lp
2d̆Ax d̆Cx − 2 Lp

2d̆Ax d̆Dx

+ Lp
2d̆2

Bx − 2 Lp
2d̆Bx d̆Cx − 2 Lp

2d̆Bx d̆Dx + Lp
2d̆2

Cx + 2 Lp
2d̆Cx d̆Dx

+ Lp
2d̆2

Dx + L2d̆2
Ay−2 L2d̆Ay d̆By−2 L2d̆Ay d̆Cy +2 L2d̆Ay d̆Dy + L2d̆2

By

+ 2 L2d̆By d̆Cy − 2 L2d̆By d̆Dy + L2d̆2
Cy − 2 L2d̆Cy d̆Dy + L2d̆2

Dy

]
,

V21
i = − 1

4Lp
2L2

[
Lp

2d̆Ax d̆Ay + Lp
2d̆Ax d̆By − Lp

2d̆Ax d̆Cy − Lp
2d̆Ax d̆Dy

+ Lp
2d̆Ay d̆Bx−Lp

2d̆Ay d̆Cx−Lp
2d̆Ay d̆Dx + Lp

2d̆Bx d̆By−Lp
2d̆Bx d̆Cy

− Lp
2d̆Bx d̆Dy − Łp

2d̆By d̆Cx − Lp
2d̆By d̆Dx + Lp

2d̆Cx d̆Cy

+ Lp
2d̆Cx d̆Dy + Lp

2d̆Cy d̆Dx + Lp
2d̆Dx d̆Dy − Lp L d̆Ay d̆Az

+ Łp L d̆Ay d̆Bz + Lp L d̆Ay d̆Cz − Lp L d̆Ay d̆Dz − Lp L d̆Az d̆By

+ Lp L d̆Az d̆Cy + Lp L d̆Az d̆Dy + Lp L d̆By d̆Bz + Lp L d̆By d̆Cz

− Lp L d̆By d̆Dz − Lp L d̆Bz d̆Cy − Lp L d̆Bz d̆Dy − Lp L d̆Cy d̆Cz

+ Lp L d̆Cy d̆Dz − Lp L d̆Cz d̆Dy + Lp L d̆Dy d̆Dz + L2d̆Ax d̆Ay

− L2d̆Ax d̆By − L2d̆Ax d̆Cy + L2d̆Ax d̆Dy − L2d̆Ay d̆Bx − L2d̆Ay d̆Cx

+ L2d̆Ay d̆Dx + L2d̆Bx d̆By + L2d̆Bx d̆Cy − L2d̆Bx d̆Dy + L2d̆By d̆Cx

− L2d̆By d̆Dx + L2d̆Cx d̆Cy − L2d̆Cx d̆Dy − L2d̆Cy d̆Dx + L2d̆Dx d̆Dy

]
,

V31
i =

1
4L2Lp

[
Lp d̆Ax d̆Az + Lp d̆Ax d̆Bz − Lp d̆Ax d̆Cz − Lp d̆Ax d̆Dz

+ Lp d̆Az d̆Bx − Lp d̆Az d̆Cx − Lp d̆Az d̆Dx + Lp d̆Bx d̆Bz − Lp d̆Bx d̆Cz

− Lp d̆Bx d̆Dz − Lp d̆Bz d̆Cx − Lp d̆Bz d̆Dx + Lp d̆Cx d̆Cz + Lp d̆Cx d̆Dz

+ Lp d̆Cz d̆Dx + Lp d̆Dx d̆Dz + L d̆2
Ay − 2 L d̆Ay d̆Cy − L d̆2

By

+ 2 L d̆By d̆Dy + L d̆2
Cy − L d̆2

Dy

]
,
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V12
i = − 1

4Lp
2L

[
Lp d̆Ay d̆Az − Lp d̆Ay d̆Bz − Lp d̆Ay d̆Cz + Lp d̆Ay d̆Dz

+ Lp d̆Az d̆By − Lp d̆Az d̆Cy − Lp d̆Az d̆Dy − Lp d̆By d̆Bz − Lp d̆By d̆Cz

+ Lp d̆By d̆Dz + Lp d̆Bz d̆Cy + Lp d̆Bz d̆Dy + Lp d̆Cy d̆Cz − Lp d̆Cy d̆Dz

+ Lp d̆Cz d̆Dy − Lp d̆Dy d̆Dz − L d̆Ax d̆Ay + L d̆Ax d̆By + L d̆Ax d̆Cy

− L d̆Ax d̆Dy + L d̆Ay d̆Bx + L d̆Ay d̆Cx − L d̆Ay d̆Dx − L d̆Bx d̆By

− L d̆Bx d̆Cy + L d̆Bx d̆Dy − L d̆By d̆Cx + L d̆By d̆Dx − L d̆Cx d̆Cy

+ L d̆Cx d̆Dy + L d̆Cy d̆Dx − L d̆Dx d̆Dy

]
,

V22
i = − 1

8Lp
2L2

[
Lp

2d̆2
Ay + 2 Lp

2d̆Ay d̆By − 2 Lp
2d̆Ay d̆Cy − 2 Lp

2d̆Ay d̆Dy

+ Lp
2d̆2

By − 2 Lp
2d̆By d̆Cy − 2 Lp

2d̆By d̆Dy + Lp
2d̆2

Cy + 2 Lp
2d̆Cy d̆Dy

+ Lp
2d̆2

Dy + L2d̆2
Ay−2 L2d̆Ay d̆By−2 L2d̆Ay d̆Cy +2 L2d̆Ay d̆Dy + L2d̆2

By

+ 2 L2d̆By d̆Cy − 2 L2d̆By d̆Dy + L2d̆2
Cy − 2 L2d̆Cy d̆Dy + L2d̆2

Dy

]
,

V32
i =

1
4L2Lp

[
Lp d̆Ay d̆Az + Lp d̆Ay d̆Bz − Lp d̆Ay d̆Cz − Lp d̆Ay d̆Dz

+ Lp d̆Az d̆By − Lp d̆Az d̆Cy − Lp d̆Az d̆Dy + Lp d̆By d̆Bz − Lp d̆By d̆Cz

− Lp d̆By d̆Dz − Lp d̆Bz d̆Cy − Lp d̆Bz d̆Dy + Lp d̆Cy d̆Cz + Lp d̆Cy d̆Dz

+ Lp d̆Cz d̆Dy + Lp d̆Dy d̆Dz − L d̆Ax d̆Ay + L d̆Ax d̆By + L d̆Ax d̆Cy

− L d̆Ax d̆Dy − L d̆Ay d̆Bx + L d̆Ay d̆Cx + L d̆Ay d̆Dx + L d̆Bx d̆By

+ L d̆Bx d̆Cy − L d̆Bx d̆Dy − L d̆By d̆Cx − L d̆By d̆Dx − L d̆Cx d̆Cy

+ L d̆Cx d̆Dy − L d̆Cy d̆Dx + L d̆Dx d̆Dy

]
,

V13
i = − 1

4L2

[
d̆Az d̆Ax + d̆Bz d̆Ax − d̆Cz d̆Ax − d̆Dz d̆Ax + d̆Az d̆Bx − d̆Az d̆Cx

− d̆Az d̆Dx + d̆Bz d̆Bx − d̆Cz d̆Bx − d̆Dz d̆Bx − d̆Bz d̆Cx − d̆Bz d̆Dx

+ d̆Cz d̆Cx + d̆Dz d̆Cx + d̆Cz d̆Dx + d̆Dz d̆Dx

]
,

V23
i = − 1

4L2

[
d̆Ay d̆Az + d̆Ay d̆Bz − d̆Ay d̆Cz − d̆Ay d̆Dz + d̆By d̆Az − d̆Az d̆Cy

− d̆Dy d̆Az + d̆By d̆Bz − d̆By d̆Cz − d̆By d̆Dz − d̆Cy d̆Bz − d̆Dy d̆Bz

+ d̆Cy d̆Cz + d̆Cy d̆Dz + d̆Dy d̆Cz + d̆Dy d̆Dz

]
,

V33
i = − 1

8L2

[
d̆2

Ax + 2 d̆Ax d̆Bx − 2 d̆Cx d̆Ax − 2 d̆Dx d̆Ax + d̆2
Ay + 2 d̆Ay d̆By

− 2 d̆Cy d̆Ay − 2 d̆Dy d̆Ay + d̆2
Bx − 2 d̆Cx d̆Bx − 2 d̆Dx d̆Bx + d̆2

By

− 2 d̆Cy d̆By − 2 d̆Dy d̆By + d̆2
Cx + 2 d̆Cx d̆Dx + d̆2

Cy + 2 d̆Cy d̆Dy + d̆2
Dx

+ d̆2
Dy

]
.
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